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9.1.1. Optical Calibration 
When a transparency of a multiple-exposure PIV recording is illuminated by a coherent 
`interrogation' laser beam, light will be transmitted and diffracted from each of the 
particle images. By placing a Fourier transformation lens between the transparency and 
a screen (as shown in the top half Figure 9.1), the diffracted light will become 
collimated and interfere with light travelling from other particle images. The resultant 
fringe pattern is the Fourier transform of the phase and amplitude of the transmitted 
light. Because interference between light from images of successively exposed particles 
will form identical fringe patterns, interference between random particle pairs becomes 
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Figure 9.1 - Optical fringe analysis and correlation, adapted from (Grant, 
1997). 
Appendix 
The fringes are oriented perpendicular to the motion of the particles, and their spacing is 
inversely proportional to particle image displacement: 
s fringe 1AXI (9.1) 
The average displacement of particles within the interrogation spot (as defined by the 
diameter of the interrogation laser beam) can then be measured in one of two ways: by 
direct measurement of the fringe spacing and orientation, or by a further Fourier 
transformation of the fringe pattern. Early direct measurement methods typically 
comprised 1-dimensional sampling, either by means of a scanned photodiode, simple 
digital image analysis, or a cylindrical lens. Fourier analysis of the fringes however 
provides more accurate results, by virtue of considering the whole of their area. 
Unfortunately, the optical Fourier transformation of the Young's fringe image requires a 
means of modulating the intensity of a second coherent laser beam. The difficulty in 
achieving this motivated many commercial PIV transparency analysis systems to 
calculate the second Fourier transform digitally. While coherent optical correlation 
could be achieved by photographing the fringe image and illuminating the resultant 
transparency, the time required makes such an approach far from practical. 
One means of implementing an all optical correlator is to use an LCD spatial light 
modulator connected to a video camera aimed at the fringes, as shown in Figure 9.1. 
Photorefractive crystals can also be used to modulate the interrogation beam, but it 
should be noted that in both cases the modulators have finite switching speed, meaning 
that the resulting transformation is far from instantaneous. 
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9.1.2. Linear Camera Modelling 
9.1.2.1. Coincident Axis Projection 
The simplest possible camera model is one in which both the world- and image- 
coordinate systems are angularly coincident, with the projection centre at the origin of 




point c ý. \ X World 
point w 
Z (X, Y, Z) Projection 
centre 
Figure 9.2 - Linear camera model with coincident axes. 
If all coordinates are represented in homogenous form, (i. e. wh =[ kX kY kZ k ]T) then 
a projected image point c may be found using the following projection matrix P: 
1000 kX 
0100 kY 
Ch PWh 0010 Wh kZ 
00 -1 1 
kZk 
The world position of c, represented in Cartesian form, is therefore: 






9.1.2.2. Non-Coincident Axes 
In reality, of course, the 2 coordinate systems are rarely coincident, as exemplified by 
Figure 9.3, which represents the calibration model of (Fu, et al., 1987). It can be seen 
that the image plane is translated from the global origin by [X0, Yo, Z0], as well as being 
rotated by both 0 (measured between the x and X axes), and a (measured between the z 
and Z axes). The vector r (which has components [r1, r2, r3]) represents the offset 




Figure 9.3 - Two-coordinate imaging system, from (Fu, et al., 1987). 
Despite the apparent complexity of the arrangement, a particular point w need only be 
twice translated and rotated, and the projection matrix P can be applied as before. The 
first stage of this process - translation of the world coordinate system to the centre of 










The point w may then be rotated about the z-axis (by 6) and tilted about the x-axis (by 
a) using the following rotation transformations: 
R= RXRZ 
cos9 sin 0 




- sin 0 Cosa 
sine sin a 
0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 cosa sin a 0 
1 0 0 - sin a cos a 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
sin 900 
cos9 cos a sin a0 
-cos0sina cosa 0 
001 








The combined transformation matrix A, necessary to calculate c from w, may be then be 
expanded to give the values shown in equation (9.8): 
Ch = Awh = PCRTwh 
cosh sin6 0-r, - cos9. X0 -sin0. Yo 
- cos a sin 0 cos a cos 0 sin a- Zo sin a- r2 + cos a sin OX O- cos a cos 9. Yo 
A= sin a sin g- cos 0 sin a cos a-Z. cos a- r3 - sin a sin 6. X0 + sin a cos 0. Yo 
- 
sin a sing sin a cos 0- cos a1+ Zo cos a+ r3 + sin a sin 
OX, 
- 
cos 0 sin aYo 
When c is expanded, and converted into Cartesian form, definitions for the image 











+(Y -Yo)cos6cosa +(Z - Z)sina -r, (9.10) 
-(X-X)sin0sina + (Y - Y) co s0 sin a- (Z - Z) cos a+ r3 +, ý, 
For a perfect lens, x and y need only be multiplied by a scalars, and translated by the 
image centre (io, jo), in order that the image coordinates be given in pixel units. 
Clearly the calibration matrix A, shown above, is just one way of representing the 
transformation between world- and image-coordinates. (Heikkilä and Silven, 1997), for 
example, provide the following, more compact definition: 
x cos(pcoslc sin0) sin(pcosis-cosU)sinx COS wsin(pcosx +sinCD sinK X 
y= cos 4p sin Kc sin wsin (p sin K+ cos W cosK cos w sin q sin K -sin w cos xY 
(9.11) 
z- sin q sin co cos 4p cos 0) COST _LZ_ 
... where w, cp, and K are 
the Euler angles of the image plane's rotation. Given the 
difficulty of measuring Euler angles in practice however, Fu's model is of greater 
relevance to actual geometric calibration. 
9.1.2.3. Calibration Matrix Constraints 
Equations (9.12) and (9.13) show a4x4 calibration matrix (such as that given in 
equation (9.8)) expressed in terms of the Cartesian image coordinates (x, y, z): 




YCh4 a, 1 
a22 a23 a24 Y 
Ch3 ZCh4 a31 a32 a33 a34 
Z 




xcii4 =aX +a12Y+a13Z+a, a 
Ych4 = a21X + a22Y + a23Z + a2a 
(9.13) 
ZCh4 = a31 X+ a32 Y+ a33 Z+ a34 
Ch4 =a41X a42Y+a43Z+a44 
Substituting ch4 from the fourth line of equation (9.13) into the first 2 lines gives: 
aX + a12Y + a13Z -a4, xX + a42xY + a43xZ + a44x + a14 =0 (9.1-1) 
a21X+a22Y+a23Z-a4, yX +a42yY+a43yZ+a, 4y+a24 =0 (9.1-2) 
... 
i. e. a total of 12 unknown coefficients in the definitions for both x and y. As such, at 
least 6 sets of associated (x, y) and (X, Y, Z) points are required in order to calculated the 
necessary coefficients of the calibration matrix. In the case of a model in which a4x3 
matrix is used for direct 3D to 2D transformation, there are only 11 unknowns, meaning 




9.1.3. Innolas Multi-Pulse Laser System 
The Innolas Pockels cell controller allows the direct modulation of Pockels cell voltages 
over as many as 10 transitions, as illustrated below: 























Figure 9.4 - Innolas Pockels cell controller. 
As shown in Figure 9.5, each transition is initiated by a single rising-edge TTL trigger, 
which should be outputted at the point when the laser is gain saturated. The relative 
timing can be achieved using either the test box supplied with the laser, or an external 
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Trigger Generator 
Laser Head 
SYNC OF (15V pk-pk) 
ENABLE Pockels Cell 











in Nd: YAG rod: 
POCkels "Delay", typ. -175ps 
trigger C: 
Light output: <500ns ý`ý 
Figure 9.5 - Innolas 10-pulse control system schematic 
Monitoring of the relative pulse intensities (c. f. Figure 3.8) is achieved using a 
photodiode connected to the circuit shown below: 
9V 
VL T- 
C1 4.7 nF 
C2 1nF 
C3 220 nF 
R1 120ki2 
R2 100 Q 
R3 1.8 kQ 
Figure 9.6 - Photodiode measuring circuit 
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9.1.4. The Hough Transform 
A line may be described in a number of ways: using a gradient m and an y-axis intercept 
c, or using the length d and angle 0 of a vector perpendicular to it. Unlike the Cartesian 
form however, the polar representation does not suffer from the possibility that m- cc. 
y =mx+c 
d=x cos(O) +y sin(O) 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
From equation (9.15) it can be seen that - for a given value of 0-d may be calculated 
for any point p= (x, y). When plotted in (d, 9) `Hough-space', an individual point p will 
produce a sinusoidal curve that passes through all of the 0 and d values associated with 
every line that p could possibly lie on. Multiple points, all lying on the same line, will 














Figure 9.7 - Corresponding points and lines in both Cartesian and Hough space. 
Practical applications of the Hough transform involve the calculation of a `Hough 
accumulator' array. For every point p considered, associated d values are calculated for 
a predetermined angular range (typically 0- 180°), before being rounded (or `binned') 
such that they may be used as an index into the accumulator array, where the 
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While the gradient and position of the line detected in the example above may found by 
simply identifying the position of the brightest point in the accumulator, the Hough 
transform of a typical calibration plate image will contain significantly more than 1 
peak, as demonstrated in Figure 9.9. This is because the Hough transform is performed 
using the coordinates of every pixel associated with a calibration plate dot . 
Furthermore, it can be seen that peaks form not only for the horizontal and vertical rows 
and columns of dots (as intended), but also for the 45° (and other) lines visible within 
the image. 
* Typically the raw image is thresholded, and every white pixel's position used in the Hough transform. 
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Figure 9.9 - Typical calibration grid image and associated Hough accumulator. 
Analysis of a multi-peak accumulator array is typically achieved by threshholding the 
values, such that a number of discrete peaks appear. The binary map may then be 
subjected to `blob analysis', in which contiguous regions of value 1 (i. e. individual 
peaks) are isolated and labeled. The centroid of each `blob' may then be measured one 
at a time, thereby giving the parameters associated with each detected line. There are 
however alternative methods for analysing the accumulator array, as is demonstrated in 
the next section. 
The incorporation of an origin point within the calibration plate allows the sorted 
horizontal and vertical lines to be assigned real-world positions (assuming the dot 
spacing is known). Each of the dots in the original calibration plate image can then be 




9.1.5. Calibration Image Analysis Application 
This section explains the stages involved in processing a calibration plate image, using 
the Matlab script provided in Section 9.4.2 (page 404). The script's interface is shown 
in Section 3.2.2 (page 119). 
9.1.5.1. Calibration Image AOI Selection 
Upon selecting an image and starting the script, the user is presented with a window that 
allows an arbitrarily shaped polygon to be defined using the mouse. Only the area of the 
calibration image inside this polygon is considered during the subsequent image 
processing operations. This stage may be skipped if the calibration image is of a high 
quality, in which case the `define calibration area mask' option should be unchecked. 
le Edit Vie-i Insert Tools 'v'Vindow Help 
Define the area of the image containing the calibration dots (e g3x right clicks + lieft click 
Figure 9.10 - Calibration plate image AOI selection. 
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9.1.5.2. Image Binarisation 
As described on page 338, the Hough transform is applied to discrete pixel coordinates, 
meaning that the calibration plate image must be converted from greyscale to black and 
white. The script performs this stage iteratively, thereby allowing the user to adjust the 
binarisation parameters until only the calibration plate dots remain as 1's. By default, 
the image is converted by means of applying an automatically thresholded Sobel edge- 
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Figure 9.11 - Sobel edge-detected (and filled) calibration plate image dots. 
Because automatically generated thresholding parameters rarely perform optimally (as 
in the example above), the script allows the user to adjust a number of the binarisation 
options, visible in Figure 9.12 on page 343, and listed below: 
" The method of thresholding: Either straightforward intensity comparison (which 
requires a uniformly illuminated image), or a filled Sobel or Canny edge detect. 
9 The value of the threshold. 
9 The number of erosion, then dilation binary image operations. A combination of the 
two can be used to remove small, yet bright, flecks of dust from the binary image, 
which might otherwise be interpreted as calibration plate dots. 
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Echt "iire; Leert Tods he 
Method: Threshold Threshold: 0.25 Erosions: f Dilations: F2 Recalc image Use this image 
Figure 9.12 - Iterative image thresholding GUI. 
9.1.5.3. Hough Transform 
The Hough accumulator is generated for the points in the thus-defined binary image, for 
angular values between -30 - 120° (with 0.2° between values), and the tangential offset 
values d distributed amongst 700 discrete values. The resulting 751 X 700 accumulator 
array (for the image shown above) is given in Figure 9.13 on page 344. As explained on 
page 340, a series of accumulator peaks are visible around 0° and 90°, in addition to low 














Figure 9.13 - Typical (initial) Hough map. 
9.1.5.4. Secondary Hough Transform 
The accumulator array (having first been thresholded) is analysed using a second Hough 
transformation, which detects the linear groups of accumulator peaks. An example of 
the resulting, secondary accumulator array is given in Figure 9.14 on page 345. The 
secondary accumulator's peaks (each of which equates to a different dimension of the 
original image's linear features) are isolated using either their maximum value, or 
centroid position. Each of the detected dimensions are then ranked using a combination 
of the peaks' strength, and the associated image features' angle, and 2 groups of primary 
accumulator peaks chosen to represent the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the 
calibration plate (c. f. Figure 9.9, page 340). 
This analysis technique benefits from being able to use the Hough peak strength 
information during the primary-dimension selection process, thereby enabling images of 
highly rotated calibration plates to be processed correctly (and automatically). 
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Figure 9.15 - Secondary Hough lines superimposed on first Hough map. 
9.1.5.5. Calibration Plate Dot Positioning 
The image-plane position of each calibration plate dot is found using either its binary or 
greyscale centroid. In both cases, the binary mask described in Section 9.1.5.2 is 
subjected to 8-neighbour blob analysis, and the thus-isolated dots' positions determined 
345 
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by calculation of their centroid. In the case of the (more accurate) greyscale centroiding, 
the raw image I is multiplied by the binary mask, and reduced by the minimum value of 
the encompassed area. 
Because erroneous `dots' may exist within the binarised raw image, as a result of dirt or 
reflections, the dot position dataset is filtered, by means of allowing only one marker at 
each intersection of the Hough-detected lines. Prior to this filtration, the lines 




9.1.6. The CoJeN Project Partners 
Organisation Work package involvement 
Qinetiq, United Kingdom 03 
Rolls Royce PLC, United Kingdom 0123 
Rolls Royce Deutschland Ltd & Co KG, Germany 0123 
Industria de Turbo Propulsores SA, Spain 012 
Volvo Aero Corporation AB, Sweden 012 
Dassault Aviation SA, France 012 
Integrated Aerospace Sciences Corporation OE 
(INASCO), Greece 
2 
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Aerospatiales (ONERA), France 
12 
The National Research & Development Institute for 
Turboengines (COMOTI), Romania 
1 
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt EV 
(DLR), Germany 
3 
Chalmers Tekniska Högskola AB, Sweden 12 
Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France 0123 
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland 013 
Institute of Sound & Vibration Research, University 
of Southampton (ISVR), United Kingdom 
23 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 
France 
3 
Loughborough University, United Kingdom 1 
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain 3 
University of Warwick, United Kingdom 3 
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Spain 12 
Technische Universität Berlin, Germany 1 
Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule 
Aachen (RWTH), Germany 
12 
University of Bath, United Kingdom 2 
Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France CLI 
Laboratoire d'Etudes Aerodynamiques, Universite de 
Poitiers (LEA), France 
Table 9.1 - CoJen project partners, and their work package involvement. 
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9.1.7. PIV Camera Database 
The PIV camera database, located at lam: //andrew. skeen. com/cameras,, holds the 
following camera information (where available): 
Category Parameter Units / Options 
ID Manufacturer Text 
Model Text 
Datasheet URL Text 
Basics Resolution Pixels 
Pixel size Micrometres 
Bit depth Bits 
Colour B&W / Filtered / 3-chip 
Sensor model Text 
Sensitivity Quantum efficiency Up to 6 (nm, %) pairs (rendered as graph) 
& quality Sensitivity (zero & max gain) Lux 
Read noise Electrons r. m. s. 
Full well capacity Electrons 
Conversion ratio Electrons / count 
Dynamic range dB 
Dark current Electrons / pixel / second 
Speed & Mode of operation Video/Triggerable/PIV/High-speed 
timing Minimum frame 1 exposure Microseconds 
Minimum interframe time Microseconds 
Minimum frame 2 exposure Milliseconds 
Frame rate Hz 
Multi-tapped output Boolean 
For high speed cameras: 
Technology CMOS/Rot. mirror/Masked/Intensifiers 
Max. frame rate (CMOS) Hz and pixels 
Max. frame number Gb or frames 
Comms. Interface CameraLink/LVDS/Firewire/USB 2.0/Ethernet 
& misc. Sub-windowing option Boolean 
Lens mount C-mount / F-mount 
Details User-written notes Multi-line text 
Table 9.2 - Camera database variables. 
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9.1.7.1. The pco. 2000 Camera Specification 
Sensor: 2048 x 2048 pixels (7.4 µm). 
Peltier cooled to -50 °C. 
Read-out: Sub-windowing and x1 to x8 binning possible. 
1 or 2 read-out taps; 10 or 40 MHz pixel clock. 
Output: 14-bit over CameraLink (Firewire optional). 
A PCI-X Silicon Software microEnable III 
CameraLink card is supplied. 
Timing: First exposure from 5 µs - 49 days (0.5 µs optional). 
500ns interframe time (180ns optional). 
14.7 Hz frame rate (entire sensor; 2 taps; 40 MHz). 
Sensitivity 40,000 electron full well capacity. 
and quality: 2.1 electron / count conversion efficiency. 
72 dB dynamic range. 
16 electrons rms. readout noise. 
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Figure 9.16 - The pco. 2000 camera (PCO). 
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9.1.7.2. Commercially Available High-Speed Cameras 
CMOS cameras 
Phantom v9.1 
(960x960px @ 2kHz) 
Photron APX_RS 
(512x512px @ 10kHz) Shimadzu HPV-1 
(100x312x260px @1 MHz) 
Intensifier-gated multiple sensor cameras 
Imacon 468 Specialised Imaging SIM 
(8x576x385px @ 12MHz) (16x20482px @ 33MHz) 
Figure 9.17 - Representative selection of high-speed cameras. 
Rotating mirror cameras ISIS cameras 
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Cordin 550 
(62xl000xl000px @ 0.8MHz) 
PCO hsfc. pro 
(8x1280x1024px @ 8MHz) 
DIdIIUdIIb ILO 
(128x500x292px @ 25MHz) 
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9.1.8. Light Sheet Mirror Positioning 
2 mirrors, arranged according to the proposed method of sheet combination, are shown 
in Figure 9.18Figure 9.19. The central mirror is rotated around the x-axis by 0/2, such 
that the generated light sheet is at 0 to the x-z plane. The side mirror(s) are offset from 
the central mirror by s, along the x-axis. Additionally, the side mirror(s) are mounted on 
gimbals to allow panning of S around the z-axis, and tilting of r relative to the z-axis. 
The incoming light sheet is rotated about the y-axis by ß. 
The mathematical model presented below was designed in order to calculate the values 
of ß, p and t (as functions of s, a, and 9) required in order that the reflected light sheets 
be coincident. 





















Figure 9.18 - Multiple mirror light sheet combination. 
From the reflection in the central mirror, we can see that the generated light sheet is 
described by the equation: 
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ax+by+cz+d =o (9.16) 
... where: a=d=0; b= cos(h); c= -sin(g). The centre of the light sheet reflected by the 
side mirror, upon which points b and c lie, must also be described by this plane 
equation: 
-s cos(2t) sin(2p) -s 
b=0; c=b+ Rx(Ry(1)) = cos(2t) cos(2p) (9.17) 
0 sin(2t) 
abx+bby+cbz =acX+bcy+ccz (9.18) 
cos(9) cos(2t) cos(2p) - sin(g) sin(2t) =0 (9.19) 
cot(2t) cos(2p) = tan(8) (9.20) 
p= cos-' 
(tan(g) tan(2t )) 
(9.21) 2 
The angle between the light sheet centre lines a is determined by the distance required 
between the projection optics and the cameras' field of view. 
a =cos-'(m"n) (9.22) 
0 cos(2t) sin(2p) - 2s- 
where: m=j-o= sin(6) ; 11= c-b= cos(2t) cos(2p) 
cos(O) sin(2t) 
cos(a) = sin(g) cos(2t) cos(2p) + cos(9) sin(2t) 
= sin(g) cos(2t) tan(O) tan(2t) + cos(O) sin(2t) 
= sin(O) tan(O) sin(2t) + cos(O) sin(2t) (9.23) 
= sin(2t)(sin(O) tan(O) + cos(O) ) 
sin(2t) 
cos(9) 
Calculating p and t as functions of 0 and a then becomes a matter of substitution: 
p= 






I cos(2p) tan -' tan(e) 
2 
(9.25) 
As well as lying along bca and oa, the reflected light sheet plane should also lie along 
dhek (where dhk = bca - j). Ignoring the finite fan angle, the light sheet then intersects 
the plane of the edge mirror at e: a point that is both on the edge mirror plane, and along 
dh (where d=b- j). In order to find e, the edge mirror plane will be defined using the 
points b, f and g, allowing calculation of its normal n: 
0 -S cos(2t) sin(2p) -s 
j= sin(O) ;d= -sin(O) ; h= cos(2t)cos(2p) -sin(g) 
cos(9) -cos(9) sin(2t) -cos(O) 
-s -cos(p)-s 
b= 0; f= sin(p) 
00 













The required rotation of the sheet-optics ß is the angular separation of b and e (these 
points lie on both the light sheet and mirror plane), projected onto the x-z plane: 
ß 
tan-' 
bz - eX 
(9.31) 
In order to check this mathematical model, a ray-tracing Matlab script was written to 
simulate the effect of reflections from 3 mirrors, angled by values calculated as above. 
The resulting light sheet planes could then be checked for the parallelism of their 
normals (invariably <1 °). The script may be found in Appendix 9.4.1 
(page 403), and a 

















9.1.9. Light Sheet Alignment Software 
The light sheet inspection system was designed to work with a cheap TV-resolution 
interlaced video camera (Pulnix; SBW-2024C) aligned such that the light sheets 
appeared as vertical lines, to minimize the effects of interlacing. The composite video 
feed was fed to a computer via an external Firewire digitizer (Imaging Source; DWG- 1), 
where it was analysed in real-time by a custom-written C++ application. The same 
software was able to control the sequential firing of up to 8 lasers. 
While the software was originally designed to provide each laser with a single trigger 
pulse from the host PC's parallel port, it was later expanded to allow triggering using 
the USB timing system used during the CoJeN test, thereby removing the need for any 
electrical reconnection between laser alignment and use. 
The software triggers a laser flash either as soon as a laser line is seen in the video 
stream, or - if the flash occurs during an interframe transfer (and is therefore invisible to 
the camera) - when 10 video frames have passed without a projected line being seen. 
This strategy ensures a sufficiently high laser firing frequency to ensure the camera's 
automatic exposure adjustment does not to kick in. The video frame processing pipeline 
is then as follows: 
" Calculate the average and maximum pixel intensity in the frame. 
" The maximum value is entered into a 100 entry long circularly looping array. This 
maximum frame brightness "history" therefore records the last 4 seconds of video. 
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"A flash registration threshold value is calculated using the historical maximum 
brightness data. This means that the program automatically calibrates itself for 
changes in ambient illumination. A suitable relationship was found to be: 
Threshold = (average of historical max / 2) + (range of historical max / 4) 
" If the maximum pixel intensity in the current frame exceeds this threshold value, a 
flash is considered to have been found. This leads to the following calculations... 
º The maximum brightness pixel is found on each line. These maxima are then 
averaged for all the odd lines, and all the even lines. 
º The greater number indicates which field the flash is on: odd or even. 
ºA threshold is required for separating the projected line from the background. 
This is defined as the average maximum line intensities for odd rows plus the 
average maximum line intensities for even rows, divided by two. This definition 
is reliant on the fact that the 4ns long pulses will almost invariably be visible on 
only one video field. 
º For each odd or even row (depending on which field the flash is visible on) Eix 
and Ei are calculated, where x is the horizontal pixel location (typically 0-639) 
and i is the raw pixel intensity (0-255) minus the threshold (negative values 
being discounted). The x-location of the centre of the line is then: Eix / D. 
º Ei is stored in order to display a laser power profile, but also compared against a 
built-in constant to provide a basic check that this particular vertical area of 
frame is seeing a line at all. If it is, then the centre position of the line is added to 
the array of values that are used for the final line fitting. 
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º The data is fitted to the line model x= my +c using the equations below. The x 






Y. x2 n 
º The m and c parameters for each line are converted to rotations and horizontal 
pixel offsets for each laser line, relative to either a user-chosen laser channel, or 
the camera's frame of reference. Horizontal offsets are calculated along the line 
in the centre of the image. Directions, in the form of arrow icons, display the 
changes required in order to bring misaligned light sheets into coincidence with 
the chosen reference sheet. The allowable rotary and transitional error is user- 
defined. 
º For fine adjustment, a time averaging function is available, allowing the on- 
screen instructions to be based on an average of each line's last 10 positions. 
Figure 9.20 shows a frame captured by the sheet alignment camera, and a central 
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Figure 9.20 - Laser light sheet alignment image and profile. 
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9.1.11. Acute PkPG2116 Timing Synchroniser 
9.1.11.1. Electrical Specification 
Output Channels: 16 
Output Voltage: 1.5 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.5 / 2.8 / 3.0 / 3.3 / 5.0 V or 
high-impedance. 20 mA / channel (200 mA total) 
Internal Clock Speed: 1 Hz - 100 MHz 
Jitter: <3 ns 
Memory: 16 Mbits total; 512 K samples / channel 
Triggers: 2 hardware trigger inputs, or software triggering 
Power requirements: 0.75 - 2.50 W (supplied over USB) 
Dimensions: 117 x 72 x 20 mm 
Table 9.4 - Acute PkPG2116 electrical specification. 
9.1.11.2. Control Structure 
The Acute PkPG is supplied with an API, to allow its use with custom-written software. 
In order to program the unit, a file must be written in the proprietary PGV format, which 
is the API then loads into the PkPG's FIFO memory. Superficially, the PGV file 
comprises rows of 16 digits (either 0 or 1), which represent the sequence of output 
states. It is however also possible to attach a command to each of the rows, which can 
be used to modify the order in which the memory is read-out, as well as allowing pauses 
and triggers to be inserted. 
Table 9.5 lists the available commands, and how their values relate to the associated 
command parameters. It can be seen that in some cases, more than 1 row is used to send 
the command, and as is shown on page 363, some commands require a certain number 
of `blank' rows either before, or after, the command. 
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Name Description Parameters Code Value(s) 
NP No operation 000h 
JP Jump To address 0 8OCh 200h 100h 
To address 10 816h 200h 100h 
To address 35455 88Bh 28Ah 100h 
To address (n+12) 8nloh 2nhlh 100h 
LP Loop To address (n+12) 8n10h 2nh1h 300h 
BE Branch if event To address (n+12) 8njoh 2nh1h 500h 
LC Set loop count To 2 200h 400h 
To 3 200h 401h 
To 65536 (max) 2FFh 4FEh 
To (n+2) 2nloh 4nhlh 
SE Set event Keyboard 600h 
Event l 609h 
Event 2 60Ah 
Event 1 or 2 60Bh 
! Keyboard 608h 
! Event 1 601h 
! Event 2 602h 
! Event 1 and !2 603h 
WE Wait for event 700h 
OE Output enable Set to (ff)ff: all on 8FFh 2FFh 900h 
Set to 1234 834h 212h 900h 
Set to (00)00: all hi-z 800h 200h 900h 
MOV RL Set low register To value n 8nnh 
MOV RH Set high register To value n 2nnh 
Table 9.5 - Acute PkPG2116 commands. 
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9.1.11.3. Generic YAPP PGV File Structure 
Figure 9.24 shows the generic structure used by YAPP to calculate the contents of the 
PGV file (shown on the left) to be written. The parts of the structure highlighted in red 
and blue are repeated, based on the contents of the YAPP experiment; specifically, 
when variables of changing value have been used in the pulse train definition. It is also 
possible, using this structure, for the same Acute box to serve multiple `pulse output' 
actions in the same YAPP experiment. 
INPUTS PG Function One Two ... Sixtn; 
ASSIGN One 0; 
ASSIGN Two 1; 
ASSIGN Sixtn 15; 
RADIX AUTO; 














































3 Enable outputs 
4* Functional block included 
Set event to KB 
only if pulse trains are 
triggered by hardware 
t Functional block included 
i Wait for event * only if number of 
measurement states >1 
3 
1 Set event to HW 
ý+rr rrrrrr 
2 Set loop count t 
6 
Wait for event 
0 
n Send pulses 
3 
1 Set event to KB 
1 Wait for event 
3 
1 Set event to HW 
3 
I Loop back t 
1 Wait for event 
0 
n Send pulses 
3 
1 Set event to KB 
1 Wait for event 
3 
Set event to HW 
Hj 5 




x Number of pulse 
output actions 
per measurement 
Figure 9.24 - Generic YAPP PGV file and structure. 
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9.1.12. Q-Switch Delay Accuracy 
When a single trigger is used to fire the NeoPIV lasers, an internal delay line is used to 
generate the Q-switch trigger from the incoming flash-lamp trigger. The time between 
two was measured 1000 times, using a Tektronix TDS 1002 oscilloscope and a variation 
on the Matlab script given in Appendix 9.4.8 (page 430). The figures below demonstrate 
that over the course of testing, the time between the incoming triggering, and light 
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Figure 9.26 - Distribution of the final 500 samples shown in Figure 9.25. 
In an attempt to improve upon these results, an external delay line was constructed 
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Figure 9.27 - Q-switch triggering delay line circuit. 
C1-4 lnF 





R3 91 kU 







i ., q,. 
While this circuit providing low jitter, it was found that changes in R1 and R3's 
resistance due to ambient temperature fluctuations (and thereby changes in the RC time 
constant) resulted in worse performance than the NeoPIV's internal delay lines, even 
when low temperature dependency resistors were incorporated into the design. 
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9.1.13. File Transfer Application Log File 
The following example was taken from PC1, following the transfer of phase 3 data from 
the 9th December 2005. Approximately 120 Gb of image data (from camera 1) was 
copied onto 5 LaCie hard drives, 3 of which (F: \ G: \ and H: \) were connected locally, 
while the other 2 (Y: \ and Z: \) were network drives, with the physical disks connected to 
PC2. 
15.43.44: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run500 to F: \Camera 1\ 
15.43.44: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run50l to G: \Camera 1\ 
15.43.44: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run502 to H: \Camera 1\ 
15.43.44: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run503 to Y: \Camera 1\ 
15.43.44: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run504 to Z: \Camera 1\ 
15.53.44: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run500 to F: \Camera 1\ 
15.53.45: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run505 to F: \Camera 1\ 
15.58.45: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run505 to F: \Camera 1\ 
15.58.45: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run506 to G: \Camera 1\ 
16.05.11: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run504 to Z: \Camera 1\ 
16.05.11: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run507 to H: \Camera 1\ 
16.08.02: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run50l to G: 
\Camera 1\ 
16.08.02: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run508 to Y: 
\Camera 1\ 
16.09.56: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run506 to G: 
\Camera 1\ 
16.09.56: Started copy of: D: \Camera 1\run509 to Z: 
\Camera 1\ 
16.13.16: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run502 to H: 
\Camera 1\ 
16.22.51: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run508 to 
Y: \Camera 1\ 
16.22.52: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run503 to 
Y: \Camera 1\ 
16.32.22: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run507 to 
H: \Camera 1\ 
16.41.04: Completed copy of: D: \Camera 1\run509 
to Z: \Camera 1\ 
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9.1.14. Background-Oriented Schlieren System 
9.1.14.1. Apparatus 
The CoJeN BOS system comprised a PCO PixelFly (1376 x 1040 pixel) camera on one 
side of the jet centreline, pointed at a fluorescent tube on the other. The tube was 
covered with transparent film, printed with a row of black dots spaced 6.4 mm apart. By 
measuring any apparent displacement of the dots, crude 1-dimension BOS could be 
attempted on the jet. 
The camera was operated in triggered mode, with a5 Hz TTL square wave being used 
as an input. This trigger was recorded on one channel of a USB DAQ (NI; USB-6009) 
with a second channel being used to simultaneously record a 0-10V signal provided by 
the axial traversing system, where the voltage was proportional to the Warwick rig's 
position. 
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Figure 9.28 - CoJeN BOS system in situ. 
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9.1.14.2. Implementation 
The Schlieren system was placed on the rig at the last minute, meaning it was not ready 
for use used during CoJeN test phase 2. It was intended to be used during phase 3, but 
the raised fluorescent tube was visible in the Spanish PIV team's cameras, so had to be 
lowered. This led to the system's deployment in phase 4, when the linear microphone 
array was also installed. Unfortunately, with the Warwick rig close to the jet, the 
fluorescent tube impinged on microphone array's space, meaning that it again had to be 
lowered, to a position where only the top 47 marker dots were visible to the camera. A 
limited quantity of BOS data was eventually acquired on 09/12/05 at 17: 55. 
9.1.14.3. Processing & Results 
6 
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Figure 9.29a) Typical image recorded by BOS system; b) Trigger recording. 
Each frame from the camera (such as that shown above) was first processed to find the 
dot positions. This was achieved by thresholding; blob processing to identify individual 
dots; image intensity inversion and normalization; and weighted centroid calculation of 
the dots' positions. These extracted centroid positions are plotted for one, typical, image 











Figure 9.30 - BOS image dot centroid positions. 
It is however clear that the error within the dots' identified positions is of the order 0.5 
pixels or so - significantly more than the error discussed in Section 3.2.3. Examination 
of an individual dot image, such as that shown below, demonstrates that this was most 
likely due to a high level of noise within the recorded images, which was in turn a result 
of the insufficient brightness of the target tube. 
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Figure 9.31 a) Individual BOS marker dot; b) Instantaneous centroiding quality. 
Unfortunately, given the errors in the dot position identification, the deflectometry 
results were inconclusive. 
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9.1.15. Automatic PC Starter 
The PC starter circuit shown in Figure 9.32 uses two 555 timer chips, operating in 
monostable mode, to momentarily close relays SW 1-3 (Farnell; 4307446) 
approximately 5 seconds after the 12V power is applied to the circuit. The 6 relay 
contacts were connected in parallel with the PCs' power buttons via 3.5mm connectors 
fitted in spare PCI slot blanking plates. 
12V 




















R4 SW1 SW2 SW3 D -5.7s 
Figure 9.32 - Automatic PC starting circuit. 
C1; 3 47pF 
C2 100pF 
IC1-2 NE555N timer 
R1 91 k02 
R2; 4 1 kf2 
R3 11 Okf2 
SW1-3 DPDT relay 
A: 
'' C: -4.7s 
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9.2. CoJeN Experimental Results 
9.2.1. Acquisition Parameters 
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9.2.2. Phase 2 Cross-Axial Planes 
9.2.2.1. Short Cowl Nozzle; OP 1.8 
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9.2.3. Phase 3 Exhaust Mappings 
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9.2.3.2. Short Cowl Nozzle; OP 1.2 
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9.3. Engineering Drawings 
9.3.1. NTF Chamber Gantry 
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9.3.2. CoJeN Rig Base 
Frame 50 mm square steel box section with 3 mm wall thickness. 
material: 2 additional 50 x 25 mm sections added to the top (c. f. Figure 5.22). 
Walls: 6 pieces of 0.7 x 0.8 m 1/4" thick birch plywood, 2 pieces 0.7 x 0.9 m. 
Floor: 3 pieces of 0.8 x 0.9 m 3/4" thick birch plywood. 
Lifting: 2-ton D-type shackles protrude from each corner. 
Seating: The bottom corners of the rig are fitted with freely rotating wheels 
which can be unbolted to provide a completely flat bottom. 
Upper top Half of the top of the rig was covered with 3 pieces of 1.0 x 0.4 in 5mm 
surface: thick aluminium, covered with a 20mm grid of tapped M6 holes. 
Lower top 20SWG aluminium sheet was riveted and silicon sealed to the underside 
surface: of the top surface to prevent the ingress of dirt. 2 slots (400 x 50 mm) 
were cut in the sheet for laser umbilicals and cabling, but draught- 
excluding brushes (and grommets) were fitted to both. 
Table 9.6 - CoJeN rig description. 
Figure 9.34 - CoJeN rig dimensions. 
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9.3.3. CoJeN Rig Laser Support Structure 
The laser support structure was constructed using 45 mm square, 10 mm slot extruded 
aluminium profile (Bosch Rexroth; 3-842-992-425), and was bolted together using 22 
large 45 x 90 X 90 mm right-angled brackets (Bosch Rexroth; 3-842-523-570) and 4 
smaller 40 x 40 x 40 mm brackets (Bosch Rexroth; 3-842-528-967). 
The laser support structure is bolted to the rig's base at 4 points, using pairs of M8 bolts 
that protrude through the steel frame and fit onto locking nuts placed in the underside of 
































The 3 NeoPIV laser heads were each bolted on to 2 mm thick aluminium sheets, drilled 
as shown below. These sheets were in turn bolted onto the support structure in the 
positions shown above, such that they were spaced 110 mm apart. 
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The top surface of the laser support structure was covered with a6 mm thick aluminium 
sheet, which is double bolted to the aluminium sections in 4 places. M6 tapped holes 
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9.3.4. CoJeN Projection Optics Traverse 
The projection optics traverse, shown in Figure 9.35, is based around a 460 mm long 
linear guide rail (Bosch Rexroth; 1675-804-31) and associated recirculating ball-bearing 
roller bearing (Bosch Rexroth; 1671-814-10). The lead-screw comprised standard M10 
studding which was at one end connected to a 30 tooth pulley (RS; 286-5691). A 200 
mm long 5 mm pitch timing belt (RS; 474-5319) connected the lead-screw to the 

























Figure 9.35 - CoJeN projection optics traverse. 
Engineering drawings for each of the above labelled parts follow. 
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Projection Optics Traverse - Optical table top: 
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Projection Optics Traverse - Lead-screw end block (x2): 
The lead-screw end blocks serve 2 purposes: to support the lead-screw in a rotary 
bearing, and to provide a mount for the optical switches described in Section 5.5.3 (page 
178). It can be seen that the base contains a groove to carry the switch cabling from the 
far end of the traverse to the motor end. 
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Projection Optics Traverse - Motor support: 
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9.3.5. CoJeN Light Sheet Projection Optics 
9.3.5.1. Cylindrical Lenses Mount 
The cylindrical lenses used during CoJeN were: 
f= 25 mm with 350-650 nm anti-reflective coating (ThorLabs; LJ181OL2-A) 
f= 40 mm with 450-700 nm anti-reflective coating (Linos; 06-3422-322) 
Both were placed in rotary holders (ThorLabs; RSP 1 /M). These in turn were bolted (16 
mm apart) on the block shown below, thereby allowing the whole contraption to be 







/. l`) ý, 
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9.3.5.2. Mirror Gimbal Mount 
The 3 mirrors used as part of the CoJeN light sheet projection optics were 1/z" high- 
power resistant Nd: YAG mirrors (ThorLabs; NB05-H12). These were mounted in 1/2" 
kinematic mounts (ThorLabs; discontinued, but equivalent to KM05/M), which were in 
turn bolted to brackets, as shown below. The bracket was then bolted to an M4 tapped 
optical post for mounting. 
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9.3.6. CoJeN Camera Traverse System 
9.3.6.1. `Vertical' Traversing Section 
The vertical part of the camera traverse is based around a 700 mm long 42 mm wide 
linear guide rail (Bosch Rexroth; 1675-804-31) attached to a 15 mm aluminium plate. 
The cameras are bolted to a 10 X 260 x 290 mm drilled plate which is in turn attached to 
a recirculating ball-bearing roller bearing (Bosch Rexroth; 1671-814-10). Two 54 x 30 
mm cross-section cable trains (RS; 123-428) are provided to carry the cameras' power 
and data cables. The lead-screw comprised standard M 10 studding which was at one 
end connected to a 40 tooth pulley (RS; 745-668). A 245 mm long 5 mm pitch timing 
belt (RS; 474-5369) connected the lead-screw to the NEMA 23 stepper motor via a 
smaller 12 tooth pulley (RS; 744-952). 
Optical table '"ý: ""ý; '"", Sol, top 
.; "". '""; "", '". '"". '". ' Lead screw '' "'' "'" '' "' " ý' "'" end block 
"" "" "" '" " Cable train 
4 
IA 
"". "". '". '", "".: '%: 'l'" support 
Sliding ý'""""ý'""""'" '" '" "" 
bearing mount ", "., ". "", "., ". ", ". ""% 
Motor Lead screw 
ý'": ý''ý'": 'ý'". ' 
end block 









Figure 9.36 - The CoJeN camera traverse `vertical' section. 
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`Vertical' Camera Traverse - Motor support: 
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`Vertical' Camera Traverse - Cable tray end support: 
0I 











`Vertical' Camera Traverse - Cable train support: 
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9.3.6.2. `Horizontal' Traversing Section 
The base of the vertical traversing section, and the associated horizontally traversing 
support - shown below - were dimensioned by an MEng student team, and built using 
internally sourced linear guide rails and bearing, mounted 200 mm apart. The lead- 
screw section is almost identical to that described in Section 9.3.4. 
Figure 9.37 - The CoJeN camera traverse `horizontal' section. 
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9.3.6.3. Counterweight System 
The counterweight comprised a 20 kg block of steel, attached to the `vertical' camera 
traverse's moving section by nylon rope which ran over pulleys (RS; 352-0670) 
mounted at the top of the linear guide rail. The double-pulley arrangement, shown in 
Figure 9.38 ensured that the counterweight did not get in the way of the horizontal 
camera traverse section. 
Component Weight 
pco. 2000 camera + lens 5x1.90 kg 
Variable angle camera bracket 2x0.75 kg 
HiSense 1M camera + lens 2x1.60 kg 
Scheimpflug adapter 2x3.05 kg 
Total: 20.3 kg 
Table 9.7 - Summary of the (maximum) weight borne by the camera traverse. 
Linear 
guide rail Pulley 
Cd bracket 
`Vertical' ýýý II Counterweight 
traverse base 
Figure 9.38 - `Vertical' camera traverse counterweight arrangement. 
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9.3.6.5. Fixed Angle Camera Bracket 
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9.4. Matlab Code 
9.4.1. Image Cross-Correlation Code 
imgA = im2double(imread('a. bmp')); 
imgB = im2double(imread('b. bmp')); 
x= 50; %X&Y centre coordinates of the interrogation sub-region 
y= 50; 
iws = 32; % Interrogation window size 
subRegX = [x-(iws/2)-1: x+(iws/2)]; 
subRegY = [y-(iws/2)-1: y+(iws/2)]; 
subA = imgA(subRegX, subRegY); 
% Build up the direct correlation maps, for every possible displacement value... 
for i= -(iws/2): (iws/2) 
for j=-(iws/2): (iws/2) 
subB = imgB(subRegX+i, subRegY+j); 
mapStd( i+1+(iws/2), j+1+(iws/2)) = sum(sum(subA. *subB)); 
mapNorm(i+1+(iws/2), j+1+(iws/2)) = corr2(subA, subB); 
end 
end 
Calculate the FFT estimate... 
subA = imgA(subRegX, subRegY); subAnorm = (subA-mean(subA(: ))); 
subB = imgB(subRegX, subRegY); subBnorm = (subB-mean(subB(: ))); 
% The FFT of a rotated image is analogous to the conjugate FFT 
aFft = fft2( subAnorm , 2*iws, 2*iws); 
bFft = fft2(imrotate(subBnorm, 180), 2*iws, 2*iws); 
mapFft = real(ifft2(aFft. *bFft)); 
% Display... 
figure; 
subplot(1,3,1); imagesc(mapStd); title('Standard correlation map'); 
subplot(1,3,2); imagesc(mapNorm); title('Normalised correlation map'); 
subplot(1,3,3); imagesc(mapFft); title('FFT correlation map'); 
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% internal variables... 
bgAvgArea = 32; % the block processing area for image normalisation (should be be greater than 
a dot) 
wrongSizeAction = 1; % what to do if size isn't a multiple of bgAvgArea? 0= error; 1= crop; 2= 
enlarge; 
hough_threshold = 0.23; % threshold to apply to both Hough images, used to produce binary blobs for 
centroiding 0. 35 
hough_dilate = 3; % the second binary Hough image is dilated by this amount 
threshold = 0.5; % the initial, default, image threshold value (can be adjusted through 
iterative GUI) 
eroder = 4; % the initial, default, image eroder value (can be adjusted through iterative 
GUI) 
maxArea = 350; % the maximum allowable dot area (in pixels) - used to discard large areas of 
background 
autoName = 1; % don't bother asking for locations for the CSV & MAT files. 0= do ask; 1= 
autoName; 
weight-angle = 0.6; % when choosing which of the identified lines are the primary axes there are 3 
factors taken 
weight_intsum = 0.0; % into consideration - the deviation from 0/90 degrees, and the average and 
maximum intensity 
weight_intmax = 0.4; % of the corresponding parts of Hough diagram 1- the verdict is determined 
using these weights. 
initiate GUI, to allow selection of all variable parameters... 
scrsz = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
figure('Position', [(scrsz(3)-400)/2 (scrsz(4)-350)/2 500 400], 'Resize', 'off', 'MenuBar', 'none', 
'NumberTitle', 'off', 'Name', 'Hough-transform based camera calibration target analyser') 
cyp = 350; cys = 40; 
popImageFind = uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Select target image... ', 'Position', [50 cyp 
150 20], 'Callback', '[fname, pname] = uigetfile(''*. bmp '', ''Select target 
image... "); setting img = [pname fname]; set(editImagePath, ''String '', fname)'); 
editImagePath = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', ", 'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Dot centroid finding method: ', 'Position', [50 cyp 150 20]); 
popCentroidFind = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String ', 'Binary centroid I Weighted centroid I Saddle 
point', 'Value', 2, 'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Hough maxima finding method: ', 'Position', [50 cyp 150 20]); 
popHoughFind = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String', 'Max point ICent roid', 'Value', 2, 'Position', [200 
cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style', text', 'String', 'X/Y origin definition method: ', 'Position', [50 cyp 150 201); 
popOriginSelection = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String', 'MANUAL: Click on the origin dotIAUTO: 
Missing dot is the originlAUTO: Bottom/left dot is originlAUTO: Assume standard target', 
'Value', 4, 'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Z-axis definition method: ', 'Position', [50 cyp 150 20]); 
popAxisSelection = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String', 'MANUAL: Click on a ''near'' dotIAUTO: 
Missing dot is ''near ''(AUTO: Far left dots are ''near ''JAUTO: Far left dots are 
''far ''(AUTO: Assume standard target', 'Value', 5, 'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-25; 
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popNotflatSelection = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Target comprises 2 depths: near & far 
(? & 0mm)', 'Value', 1, 'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style ', 'text', 'String', 'X/Y/Z point separation (mm) 'Position', [50 cyp 150 20]); 
editPointSepX = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', '2' 'Position,, [200 cyp 50 20]); 
editPointSepY = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', '2', 'Position,, [270 cyp 50 20]); 
editPointSepZ = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', '2', 'Position', [340 cyp 50 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
popDefineMask = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Define calibration area mask? ', 'Value', 1, 
'Position', [200 cyp 250 20]); 
cyp = cyp-cys; 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Continue... ', 'Position', [200 cyp 100 20], 'Callback', [... 
'setting_axis selection_method = get (popAxisSelection, ''Value ''); '... 
'setting_origin selection_method = get (popOriginSelection, ''Value ''); '... 
setting centroid find method = get (popCentroidFind, ''Value ''); '... 
'setting hough find method = get (popHoughFind, ''Value ''); '... 
'setting target notfiat = get (popNotflatSelection, ''Value ''); '... 
'setting_define_mask = get (popDefineMask, ''Value ''); '... 
'setting_point_sep_x = str2num(get(editPointSepX, "String ")); '... 
'setting_point_sep_y = str2num(get(editPointSepY, ''String '')); '... 
'setting_point_sep_z = str2num(get(editPointSepZ, ''String '')); '... 
'close all; pause off; ']); 
uiwait; 
% load the chosen image... 
img = imread(setting_img); 
if (size(img, 3)>1) img = rgb2gray(img); end 
img = im2double(imnorm(img)); 
create a mask... 
mask = ones(size(img)); 
if (setting define mask) 
imshow(img); 
title('Define the area of the image containing the calibration dots (e. g. 3x right clicks + lieft 
click'); 
mask = roipoly; 
close all; 
end 
img = double(mask). *img; 
% allow interactive adjustment of the binary image production 
setting_edgemethod = 'Edge: Sobel'; 
setting_thresh = []; 
setting_dilations = 1; 
setting erosions = 1; 
adjustBinaryParams = 1; 
while (adjustBinaryParams>O) 
if strcmp(setting_edgemethod, 'Threshold') 
edited = img>setting_thresh; 
else 
[edgey, setting_thresh] = edge(img, setting_edgemethod(7: end), setting_thresh); 




for i=l: settingerosions edited = erode(edited, [0 1 0; 1 1 1; 01 0]); end 
for i=l: setting_dilations edited = dilate(edited, [0 1 0; 1 1 1; 01 0]); end 
figure('MenuBar', 'figure', 'NumberTitle', 'off', 'Name', 'Ensure binary image clearly shows the 
target dots... ') 
imshow(edited); 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Method: ', 'Position', [10 10 70 16]); 
popMethod = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String', 'Threshold I Edge: SobellEdge: Canny', 'Value', 
strcmp(setting_edgemethod, 'Threshold')+2*strcmp(setting_edgemethod, 'Edge: 
Sobel' )+3*strcmp(setting_edgemethod, 'Edge: Canny'), 'Position', [80 10 100 20]); 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Threshold: ', 'Position', [180 10 70 16]); 
editThresh = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', 
num2str(setting_thresh(length(setting_thresh))), 'Position', [250 10 60 20]); 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Erosions: ', 'Position', [310 10 70 16]); 
editErosions = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(setting_erosions), 'Position', [380 10 
30 201); 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Dilations: ', 'Position', [410 10 70 16]); 
editDilations = uicontrol('Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(setting_dilations), 'Position', [480 
10 30 20]); 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Recalc image', 'Position', [530 10 70 20], 'Callback', 
'setting_thresh = str2num(get(editThresh, ''String '')); if (get(popMethod, ''Value '')==1) 
setting 
_edgemethod 
= ''Threshold''; elseif (get(popMethod, ''Value '')==2) setting 
_edgemethod 
= 
''Edge: Sobel''; else setting_edgemethod = ''Edge: Canny''; end; setting-dilations 
str2num(get(editDilations, ''String '')); setting erosions = 
str2num(get(editErosions, ''String '')); close all; pause off; '); 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Use this image', 'Position', [610 10 80 20], 
'Callback', 'adjustBinaryParams = 0; close all; pause off; '); 
set(gcf, 'MenuBar', 'figure'); 
uiwait; 
end 
bimg = edited; 
size msg = ['Image was kept at ' num2str(size(img, 2)) 'x' num2str(size(img, l)) ]; 
% Hough transform the original image, then Hough transform the result as well... 
[ hough 
_image_1 
angle_range_1 dist_range_1 ]= hough_line_transform(bimg, deg2rad(0- 
30), deg2rad(0.2), deg2rad(90+30), 700); 
hough_binim_1 = (hough_image_1>hough_threshold); 
[ hough_image_2 angle_range_2 dist_range_2 ]= 
hough 
_line _transform(hough_binim_1, 
deg2rad(0), deg2rad(1), deg2rad(180), 600); 
hough_binim_2 = dilate((hough_image_2>hough_threshold), ones(hough_dilate)); 
% display the 2 Hough transforms... 
figure; image(rad2deg(angle_range_1), dist_range_l, imnorm(hough_image_1)); co1ormap(gray(256)); fig 
=gca; 
figure; image(rad2deg(angle_range_2), dist_range 
_2, 
imnorm(hough_image_2)); colormap(gray(256)); 
figure; image(imnorm(hough_image_1)); colormap(gray(256)); fig=gca; 
axes(fig); hold on; 
% for each line in the double Hough image, find the gradient and intercept (units = pixels)... 
[m, c] = 




% plot the lines found within the first Hough image... 
pyl = zeros(l, length(m)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(hough image 1,1); 
plot([(pyl-c). /m; (py2-c). /m], [pyl; py2], 'b'); -_ 
% for each line found, find a median x value and convert into radians... 
parent_approx_x = ((size(hough_image_1,1)/2)-c). /m; the x-coord in the y-centre of 1st Hough image. An approx, because all vert / horz lines in orig image have diff angles 
parent_approx_angle = angle 
_range _1(1) 
+ (parent_approx_x -1)*((angle_range 1(2)- 
angle_range_1(1))/(size(hough image 1,2)-1)); 
% Now choose which line we will use as our 0& 90 degree lines. This should be as simple as finding the 
% closest values to 0 and 90, but there might be a DC angle bias. We also need to be aware of 
situations in 
% which we pick up 2 lines that are almost the same angle, one the "true" line, the other feint. We 
create 
% masks and (can) use a line-strength value to distinguish between these. 
[cx, cy] = meshgrid(1: size(hough_image_1,2), 1: size(hough image 1,1)); 
for 1=1: length(m) 
mask = abs(cx-((cy-c(l)). /m(l))) < 2; % the mask is +/- 2 pixels to the left/right of the 
identified line in the 1st Hough image 
valintsum(1) = sum(sum(hough_image1. *mask)); 
val_intmax(l) = max(max(hough_image_1. *mask)); 
% the sum of pixel intensities within this mask 
% the maximum pixel intensity within this mask 
end 
Convert all of our "value" measures to normalised ranges (0-1)... 
val_anghorz = (255-abs(double (imnorm(abs(rad2deg(parent_approx_angle)-90)))))/255; % deviation from 
"perfect" angle 
val_angvert = (255-abs (double (imnorm(abs(rad2deg(parent_approx_angle))))))/255; 
val_intsum = im2double(imnorm(val_intsum)); 
val intmax = val intmax; 
% Determine the horz/vert lines by picking the one with the "best" value as calculated using the 
following weighted summer... 





val_vert = (weight angle*val_angvert) + (weight_intsum*val_intsum + weight_intmax*val_intmax); 
[v, iah] = sort(valhorz); horzi = iah(length(val_horz)); 
[v, iav] = sort(val wert); vert i= iav(length(val wert)); 
plot ([(0-c(vert_i)). /m(vert_i); (size(hough_image_1,1)-c(vert_i)). /m(vert_i)], [0; 
size(hough image_1,1)], 'g'); 
plot([(0-c(horz_i)). /m(horz_i); (size(hough_image_1,1)-c(harz_i)). /m(horz_i)], [0; 
size (hough image 1,1)1, 'c'); 
plot([150 150], [0 size(houghimage 
_1,1)], 
'w: '); % draw lines at 0& 90 degrees, for comparison 
plot([600 600], [0 size(houghimage 
_1,1)], 
'w: '); % the 150 & 600px are based on the hardcoded feed 
values for the Hough function 
% for both the horizontal and vertical lines, the Hough transformed is masked 
[x, y] = meshgrid(1: size(hough_image_1,2), 1: size(hough_image_1,1)); 
%horzmask = (abs(m(horz_i). *x + c(horz_i) - y) < 10); 
horzmask = (abs(((y - c(horz_i)) / m(horz_i)) - x) < 10); % the mask is +/- 10 pixels left/right of 
"true" position 
horz_hough_image = im2double(hough_image_1) .* horz_mask; % contains only as many 
blobs as there are 






.* horz_mask; [horz_m, horz c] _ 
houghimgtomc(horzhough_image, horz_hough_binim, angle_rangel, distrange 1, setting hough find 
method); % the m/c's of those orig img horz lines ---- 
vert_mask = (abs(((y - c(vert_i)) / m(vert_i)) - x) < 10); 
vert hough image = im2double (hough image 1) .* vert_mask; 
vert_hough 
_binim 
= im2double(hough_binim_1) .* vert_mask; 
[vert_m, vert c] = 
hough_img_to_mc(vert_hough_image, vert_hough_binim, angle_range_l, dist-range 1, setting hough find 
method); --- 
% display the indentified grid (none of the duplicates are removed yet)... 
figure; image(img*255); colormap(gray(256)); hold on; 
pyl = zeros(l, length(horz_m)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(img, l); 
plot([(pyl-horz_c). /horz_m; (py2-horz_c). /horz_ml, [pyl; py2], 'r'); 
pyl = zeros(l, length(vert_m)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(img, l); 
plot([(pyl-vert_c). /vert_m; (py2-vert_c). /vert_m], [pyl; py2], 'r'); 
% sort the lines and remove any duplicates... 
mid_horz_points = ((size(img, 2)/2). *horz_m)+horz_c; % the y-coords of all horz lines, in the x-centre 
of the prig image 
mid_vert_points = ((size(img, 1)/2)-vert_c). /vert_m; % the x-coords of all vert lines, in the y-centre 
of the orig image 
[mid_horz_points i] = sort(mid_horz_points); horz_c = horz_c(i); horz_m = horz_m(i); % sort lines 
into left/right, top/bottom order 
[mid_vert_points i] = sort(mid_vert_points); vert_c = vert_c(i); vert_m = vert_m(i); 
for 1=1: (length(mid_horz_points)-1) mid_horz_points_gaps(l) = mid_horz_points(1+1) - 
midhorz_points(1); end 
for 1= 1_(length(mid_vert_points)-1) mid_vert_points_gaps(1) = mid_vert_points(1+1) - 
mid vert points(1); end 
new_horz_index = 1; ih = 2; % new horz index will be an array, defining which lines are to be used 
new_vertindex = 1; iv = 2; % we ASSUME (wrongly) that the 1st identified horz/vert line is correct, 
hence starting the array with value 1 
for 1=2: length(mid horzpoints) 
if ((mid_horz_points (1) - (mid_horz_points(1-1)) > (0.5*mean(mid_horz_points_gaps)))) % this line 
IS sufficiently far from it's last neighbour 
new_horz_index(ih) = 1; % ... so it is added to the array of acceptable 
lines 
ih = ih + 1; 
end 
end 
for 1=2: length(mid vert_points) 
if ((mid_vert points(1) - (mid_vert_points(1-1)) > (0.5*mean(mid_vert_points_gaps)))) 
new_vert_index(iv) = 1; 






removed vert = length(vert_m)-length(new_vert_index); 
horz_c = horz_c(new_horz_index); horz_m = horz_m(new_horz_index); % the old horz_m/c 
is REPLACED 
using the new indices 
vert_c = vert_c(new_vert_index); vert_m = vert_m(new_vert_index); 
% display the indentified grid... 
pyl = zeros(l, length(horz_m)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(img, l); 
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plot([ (pyl-horz_c) . /horz_m; (py2-horz_c) . /horz_m] , [pyl; py2], 'C'); 
pyl = zeros(l, length(vert_m)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(img, l); 
plot([(pyl-vert_c). /vert_m; (py2-vert_c). /vert_m], [pyl; py2], 'g'); 
% associate each original dot with a vert & horz line 
% also, discard duplicate / background points... 
[labelled num_points] = bwlabel(bimg, 8); 
points = imfeature(labelled, 'basic'); 
point_map = -ones(length(vert_m), length(horzm)); 
point-map-error = inf * ones(length(vert_m), length(horz m)); 
max-error = 0; 
max error point 
avg_error = 0; 
points-used = 0; 
for p=1: num points 
end 
end 
if (points(p). Area < maxArea) % this dot is not an ignorable background artifact... 
points-used = points_used+l; % used as an index for non-ignored points 
horz_y_error = points(p). Centroid(1). *horz_m + horz_c - points(p). Centroid(2); % deviation 
from expected y-position on all horz lines 
vert_x_error = (points(p). Centroid(2)-vert_c). /vert_m - points(p). Centroid(l); % deviation 
from expected x-position on all vert lines 
[v_h temp, 
_horz_line(points_used)] = 
min(abs(horz_y_error)); % actually find the lines for 
this point 
[v_v temp_vert_line(points_used)] = min(abs(vert_x_error)); 
error = sgrt(v h^2+v v^2); 
if (error < point map error(temp vert line (points used), temp horz line (points used))) 
% build a 2D array, recording the index of the point at intersection (and the distance 
between the imaged dot and the "perfect" intersection) 
point-map(temp_vert_line(points_used), temp_horz_line(points_used)) = p; 
point-map-error(temp_vert_line(points_used), temp_horz_line(points_used)) = error; 
end 
% convert point map into 2x 2D arrays of actual blob locations (in pixels) - these are useful 
variables to have 
% also draw the identified dots over the grid in red 
% also build 
point_map_xpos = -ones(size(point_map)); % if there is no blob available, -1 will be inserted 
point_map_ypos = point_map_xpos; 
points used = 0; 
for i=1: prod(size(point_map)) 
if (point-map(i)>O) 
points used = points_used+l; 
point map xpos(i) = points(point_map(i)). Centroid(1); 
point_map_ypos(i) = points(point_map(i)). Centroid(2); 




positions_2D(points_used,: ) = points(point_map(i)). Centroid; used to build CSV file 
[vert_line(points_used), horz_line(points_used)] = find(point_map==point_map(i)); % build 
arrays detailing which horz/vert line each dot belongs to 
end 
end 
if (setting_origin_selection_method==2 I setting_axis_selection_method==2) 
% We need to find the missing dot, so investigate the point_map 
% there should be no more than 1 entry where its value is -1, but it's neighbours are not 
missing point map = ones(size(point_map)+[2 2]); % these 2 lines add an extra pixel to each side 
of the point map (such that nlfilter()ing works properly) 
missing-point_map(2: size (point_map, 1)+1,2: size (point_map, 2)+1) = (point_map==-1); 
missing dot = nlfilter(missing_point_map, [3 3], 'x(2,2)==1 & sum(x(: ))==1'); 
missing dot = imcrop(missing_dot, [2 2 size(point_map, 2)-1 size (point_map, 1)-1]); % remove padding 
pixel from edges 
if (sum(missing dot(: ))>1) 
%figure; subplot(1,2,1); imshow(img); subplot(1,2,2); imshow(missing_point_map'); 
title('Missing dots'); 
%error('More than one ''missing dot'' found! '); 
disp('More than one ''missing dot'' found! '); 
[x, y] = meshgrid(1: size(missing_dot, 1), 1: size(missing_dot, 2)); 
x= abs(x-(size(missing_dot, 1)/2)); 
y= abs(y-(size(missingdot, 2)/2)); 
z= max(max(x+y)) - (x+y); 
missing dot = missing dot z'; 
missing-dot = missing-dot ./ max(missing_dot(: )); 
end 
% draw the position of the missing dot... 
[missing_vert_line, missing_horz_line] = find(missing_dot==1); 
missing_x = (horz_c(missing_horz_line)-vert_c(missing_vert_line))/(vert_m(missing_vert_line)- 
horz_m(missing_horz line)); 
missing_y = (horz_m(missing_horz_line)*missing_x) + horz_c(missing_horz_line); 
plot(missing_x, missing_y, 'mo', 'LineWidth', 2); 
end 
% Determine XY-origin allocation method... 
if (setting_origin_selection_method==1) % manually select the XY origin 
[sx, sy, sc] = impixel 
error(:, 1) = abs(positions2D(:, 1) - sx(1)); 
error(:, 2) = abs(positions_2D(:, 2) - sy(1)); 
[v i] = min(sum(error')); %i= index of selected dot 
originX = vertline(i); 
originY = horz_line(i); 
elseif (setting_origin_selection_method==2) % missing point is XY origin 
if (sum(missing_dot(: ))<l) error('No ''missing dot'' found! '); end 
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[missing_vert_line, missing_horz_line] = find(missing dot==1); 
originX = missing vert line-i; 
originY = missing horn line-1; 
elseif (setting_origin_selection_method==3) 
originX = 0; 
originY = 0; 
elseif (setting_origin_selection_method>3) 
originX = 38; 
originY = 23; 
end 
if (setting target notflat) 
% bottom/left dot XY origin 
% standard target (bottom/left is -76, -42) 
% Determine Z-axis value allocation method (assuming 2 depth target)... 
% +ve Z is towards the camera, i. e. 'far' = 0mm 'near' = +ve mm 
if (setting axis selection method==l) % manually select a 'near' dot (i. e. +ve Z value, whereas 
'far' points have Z= 0mm) 
[sx, sy, sc] = impixel; 
error(:, l) = abs(positions2D(:, 1) - sx(1)); 
error(:, 2) = abs(positions_2D(:, 2) - sy(1)); 
[v i] = min(sum(error')); %i= index of selected dot 
near line = vert line(i); 
elseif (setting_axis_selection_method==2) % missing dot is 'far' 
if (sum(missing_dot(: ))<1) error('No ''missing dot'' found! '); end 
[missing vert line, missing horn line] = find(missing dot==1); 
near line = missing vert line; 
elseif (setting axis selection method==3) 
near line = min(vert line); 
elseif (setting axis selection method==4) 
near line = min(vert line)+1; 
elseif (setting axis selection method>4) 
near line = min(vert line); 
end 
end 
% scaling to real units... 
% far left dot is 'near' 
far left dot is 'far' 
standard target (far left dot is 'near') 
positions 
_3D(:, 
l) = ((vert_line'-1) - originX) * setting_point_sep_x; 
positions 
_3D(:, 
2) = ((horz_line'-l) - originY) * setting_point_sep_y; 
if (setting_target_notflat) positions 
_3D(:, 
3) = mod(vert_line'-(near_line+l), 2)*setting_point_sep_z; 
else positions 3D(:, 3) = 0; 
end 




near_lines = mod(1-(near line+l): max(vert line)-(near line+l), 2); 
pyl = zeros(l, sum(near_lines)); py2 = pyl; py2(: ) = size(img, l); 
plot([(pyl-vert_c(find(near_lines==1))). /vert_m(find(near_lines==1)); (py2- 
vert_c(find(near_lines==1) )) . 
/vert_m(find(near_lines==1) )], [pyl; py2], 'y'); 
end 
% annotate line numbers on the final figure... 
for i=1: length(vert c); 
textYpos = (size(img, 2)/30)*(1+mod(i, 2)); 
textXpos = (textYpos-vert c(i))/vert m(i); 
text(textXpos, textYpos, num2str(((i-1) - originX) * 
setting_point_sep_x), 'Color', 'white', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center'); 
end 
for i=1: length(horz c); 
textXpos = (size(img, 1)/30)*(1+mod(i, 2)); 
textYpos = horn m(i)*textXpos + horn c(i); 
text(textXpos, textYpos, num2str(((i-1) - originY) * 
setting_point_sep_x), 'Color', 'white', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center'); 
end 
% display only the dots found/used... 
figure; image(img*255); colormap(gray(256)); hold on; 
if exist('missing x') plot(missing x, missing y, 'mo', 'LineWidth', 2); end 
for i=1: length(positions 2D) 
plot (positions 2D(i, l), positions 2D(i, 2), 'r+'); 
end 
save as CSV... 
setting_img_shrunk = setting_img(1: length(setting_img)-4); 
if (-autoName) 
[newfile, newpath] = uiputfile([setting_img_shrunk '_ positions. csv'], 'Select location for CSV 
position data... '); 
if (-prod(lower(newfile(length(newfile)-3: length(newfile-1)))=='. csv')) newfile = [newfile 
'. csv']; end 
csv_output_file = [newpath newfile]; 
else 
csv_output_file = [setting_img_shrunk '_positions. csv'1; 
end 
csvwrite(csv_output_file, [ positions-2D positions-3D ], 1,0); 
$ save as MAT... 
if (-autoName) 
[newfile, newpath] = uiputfile([settingimgshrunk positions. mat'], 'Select location for MAT 
position data... '); 
if (_prod(lower(newfile(length(newfile)-3: length(newfile-1)))=='. mat')) newfile = [newfile 
'. mat']; end 
mat_output_file = [newpath newfile]; 
else 




save(mat_output_file, 'point_map_xpos', 'point_map_ypos') 




disp(['2D and 3D position CSV data saved to: ' csv_output_file]); 
disp(['2D position MAT matrix saved to: ' mat_output_file]); 
disp(' '); 
disp(['Number of dots found in original image: ' num2str(points_used) ' (plus ' num2str(num_points- 
pointsused) ' before cleanup)']); 
disp(['Number of grid lines found: ' num2str(length(vert_c)) ' along X (' 
num2str(min(positions3D(:, l))) 'mm to ' num2str(max(positions3D(:, 1))) 'mm), ' 
num2str(length(horzc)) ' along Y (' num2str(min(positions3D(_, 2))) 'mm to ' 
num2str(max(positions_3D(:, 2))) 'mm). ' num2str(removed_vert) '&' num2str(removed_horz) ' 
lines were cleaned off. ']); 
disp(['Number of points missing from grid: ' num2str(prod(size(point_map))-sum(sum(point_map>O))) 
' (i. e. ' num2str(round (100*(sum (sum(point_map>O))/prod(size (point_map))))) 'ö coverage)']); 
disp(' '); 
disp('Standard grid comprises: 75 along X (-76mm to 72mm), 49 along Y (-46mm to 
50mm) . ') ; 
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theta = deg2rad(30); % sheet rotation rel. to x-axis 
alpha = deg2rad(20); % sheet centre separation 
gamma = deg2rad(15); % cylindrical lens fan (half-)angle 
s= 10; % laser separation 
offset = 5; % distance from line forming optics to front of mirror 
tilt = deg2rad(25: 0.1: 30); 
pan = acos(tan(theta). *tan(2*tilt))/2; 
for i=l: length(tilt) 
%b=[0; sin(theta); cos(theta) 1; 
%c=[ sin(2*pan(i)); cos(2*tilt(i)). *cos(2*pan(i)); sin(2*tilt(i)) 
m=[0; sin(theta); cos(theta) 1; 
n=[ cos(2*tilt (i)). *sin(2*pan (i)); cos(2*tilt (i)). *cos (2*pan (i)); sin(2*tilt(i)) ]; 
m=m. /norm(m); 
n=n. /norm(n); 
alpha(i) = acos( dot(m, n) ); 
end 
[v, i] = sort(abs(alpha-alpha)); 
alpha = alpha(i(1)); 
pan = pan(i(1)); 
tilt = tilt (i(1)); 
b= [-s; 0; 0]; 
c= [cos (2*tilt)*sin (2*pan)-s; cos(2*tilt)*cos(2*pan); sin(2*tilt)]; 
f= [-cos(pan)-s; sin(pan); 0]; 
g= [sin(tilt)*sin(pan)-s; sin(tilt)*cos(pan); -cos(tilt)]; 
j= [0; sin(theta); cos(theta)]; 
d= b-j; 
h= c-j; 
n= cross (f-b, g-b) ; 
es = dot(n, b-h)/dot(n, d-h); 
e=h+ es*(d-h); 
yaw = -atan((b(3)-e(3))/(b(1)-e(1))); 




for 1= -s: s: s % for each of the 3 laser beams/mirrors 
% define a mesh to represent the mirror surface, then tilt it... 
[mgx, mgy, mgz] = meshgrid(-2.5: 1: 2.5, -2.5: 1: 2.5,0); 
if (1==0) amountToTilt = ((pi/2)-theta)/2; 




mgz = mgy * cos(amountToTilt); 
mgy = mgy * sin(amountToTilt); 
pan the edge mirrors... 
amountToPan = -(1/s)*pan; 
RZ = [cos(amountToPan) -sin(amountToPan) 0 0; sin(amountToPan) cos(amountToPan) 0 0; 0010; 00 0 1]; 
for gi = 1: prod(size(mgx)) 
rp = RZ * [mgx(gi); mgy(gi); mgz(gi); 1]; 
mgx(gi) = rp(1)/rp(4); 
mgy(gi) = rp(2)/rp(4); 
mgz(gi) = rp(3)/rp(4); 
end 
% pick 3 points on the mirror plane... 
ml =[ mgx(1,1); mgy(1,1); mgz(1,1); 1 1; 
m2 =[ mgx(1,2); mgy(1,2); mgz(1,2); 1 1; 
m3 =[ mgx(2,1); mgy(2,1); mgz(2,1); 1 1; 
% find normal to mirror... 
ml = ml(1: 3); 
m2 = m2(1: 3); 
m3 = m3(1: 3); 
n= cross(ml-m2, m3-m2); 
n_u =n/ norm(n); 
ml 
_u 
= ml / norm(ml); 
m3 
_u 
= m3 / norm(m3); 
% define the light rays... 
ray-angles = -gamma: deg2rad(2): gamma; 
x= zeros(l, length(rayangles)); x(: ) = 1; 
ray_end =[ -tan(ray_angles); x-offset; zeros(l, length(ray_angles)); ones(l, length(ray_angles)) ]; 
ray start =[0; -offset; 0; 1 1; 
$ yaw the edge light rays around y-axis... 
amountToYaw = -(l/s)*yaw; 
RY = [cos(amountToYaw) 0 sin(amountToYaw) 0; 0100; -sin(amountToYaw) 0 cos(amountToYaw) 0; 00 
0 1]; 
for ray = 1: length(ray angles) 
ray end(:, ray) = RY * ray end(:, ray); 
end 
% find point where light rays hit mirror... 
http: //members. tripod. com/-Paul-Kirby/vector/Vplanelineint. html 
for ray = 1: length(ray_angles) 
as = ray_start(1: 3); 
; bb = ray-end (1: 3, ray) 
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cc = m2; 
t= dot(cc-aa, n)/dot(bb-aa, n); 
ray_end(1: 3, ray) = as + t*(bb-aa); 
% reflection: http: //mathworld. wolfram. com/Reflection. html 
v= ray_end(1: 3, ray)-ray_start(1: 3); 
ray_ref(:, ray) =v- 2*dot(v, n_u)*n_u + rayend(1: 3, ray); 
ray-ref (:, ray) = ray-end (1: 3, ray) + 5*(ray_ref(:, ray) -ray_end(1: 3, ray) ); 
plot3([1+ray_start(1) 1+ray_end(1, ray) 1+ray_ref(1, ray) ], [ray 
_start(2) 
ray_end(2, ray) 
ray_ref(2, ray)], [ray_start(3) ray_end(3, ray) ray_ref(3, ray)], 'g-') 
end 
% find the normal to the reflected light sheet... 
rsl = ray end(1: 3,1); 
rs2 = ray ref(1: 3,1); 
rs3 = ray ref(1: 3,2); 
sn(:, (1/s)+2) = cross(rsl-rs2, rs3-rs2); 
% render the scene... 
colormap(gray); 
mesh(mgx+l, mgy, mgz, zeros(size(mgx))); 
plot3([1 1], [-offset -2*offset], [0 0], 'g-'); 
plot3(1, -offset, 0, 'ko'); 
plot3([l+ray_end(1,1) 1+ray_end(1, length(ray_angles))], [ray_end(2,1) 
ray-end (2, length (rayangles))], [ray-end (3,1) ray-end (3, length (rayangles))], 'g-') 
end 
rad2deg(angle between vectors(sn(:, 1), sn(:, 2))) 
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9.4.4. Variable Zoom Imaging System Simulation 
This script is designed to simulate the use of a variable zoom image system to acquire 
data from an arbitrarily size measurement volume. The necessary positions are 
calculated for both cameras and light-sheet optics, and the size and position of the 
resultant FOVs listed. Given such a variable zoom setup and an angled light-sheet (at 0 
to the vertical), it is necessary to either lower the cameras at an angle of 0 whilst moving 
downstream, or tilt the entire axial traverse and move the light-sheet optics away from 
the laser. This version of the script does the latter. 
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vert_over_below = 1.20; 
vert_over_above = 0.05; 
horz_overlap = 0.02; 
diameter = 0.25; 
frame rate = 14.7; 
sensorpix = [2048 20481; 
sensor_bits = 12; 
num_cameras = 3; 
velmaps per_pos = 1000; 
jet gradient = 10; 
jet length = 3; 
% how much outside of the jet do we want to cover? 
% how much above the centre line do we want to cover? 
% how much horizontal overlap should there be? 
% jet diameter 
% frame rate of cameras 
% sensor pixels - [width height] 
% bit depth of the sensor - determines bytes per 
image 
% number of cameras used to produce each velocity 
(set) 
% number of velocity maps required for statistics 
% amount of "spread" to the jet -1 in ? 










move_time = 30; % time taken to move stage -1-2 NDs, plus focus lens (sec) 
theta = deg2rad(25); % angle be tween vertical and lightsheet 
safety_spacing = 0.4; % distance from edge of jet to equipment (m) 
floor_to_cam = 0.6; % distance camera is above floor (m) 
floor_to_laser = 0.1; % distance laser path is above floor (m) 
floor to enc top = 0.4; % distance top of enclosure is above floor (m) 
cam from jet cntr = 0.5; % distance (horz) from camera to jet centre line (m) 
camfrom _laser 
= 0.3; % distance (horz) from laser exit to jet centre line (m) 
make_animation = 0; % toggles animation of the 3D plot (0=off, 1=on) 
sensor ratio = sensor pix(2) / sensor pix(1); 
positions = 0; 
x=0; 
figure; hold on; axis equal; 
title(['Camera field-of views (o ' 's = FOV centres when not rotated around jet by 
num2str(rad2deg(theta)) '\circ)']); 
plot([-0.5 jet_length+0.5], [0 0], 'k: '); 
plot([0 jet_length], [diameter/2 ((diameter/2) + jet length/jet gradient)], 'k'); 
plot([0 jet length], [-diameter/2 -((diameter/2) + jet length/jet_gradient)], 'k'); 






plot([0 jet_length], [-vert_over_ below*diameter/2 -vert_over_below* ( (diameter/2) + 
(jet_length/jet_gradient))], 'k: '); 
while (x<jet length) 





((sensor ratio/vert over below)-(1/jet_gradient)); 
% x2 =(R+ V/P + F/P*xl )/( F/P - 1/G ) 
bottom = vert over below *( (diameter/2) + (x)/jet gradient ); 
hyp centre(positions,: ) =[ (1+x)/2 (vert_over_above-bottom)/2 ]; 
plot([1 xx1 1], [vert over above vert_over_above -bottom -bottom vert_over_above], 'r'); 
px_per mm(positions) = sensor_pix(1) / ((x-1)*1000); 
view width(positions) abs(l-x); 
view height(positions) = abs(vert_over_above+bottom); 
x=x- harz overlap; 
end 
% DIMS: 1=along jet, 2=vertical, 3=depth 
plot(hypcentre(:, 1), hyp_centre(:, 2), 'rx'); 
cart-centre = hyp_centre; 
cart 
_centre(:, 
2) = hyp_centre(:, 2) .* cos(theta); 
cart 
_centre(:, 
3) = hyp_centre(:, 2) .* sin(theta); 
plot(cart centre(:, 1), cart_centre(:, 2), 'ro'); 
% SECOND PART - spacing of components relative to jet centre 
line 
figure; hold on; axis equal; 
title('View down jet - first (cont lines) & last (dashed lines) positions shown'); 
for p=1: positions 
distance down 
_jet 
= cart _centre(p, 
1); 
fov_centre_to_jet = abs(hyp_centre(p, 2)); 
fov centre x view = [cart_centre(p, 3) cart_centre(p, 2)]; 
jet radius(p) = (diameter/2) + distance_down_jet/jet_gradient; 
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safe_radius(p) = jet_radius(p) + safety_spacing; 
camera(p, 1) = distance 
- 
down jet; 
camera(p, 2) = (fov_centre_to_jet/cos(theta)) + (cam from jet cntr*tan(theta)); 
camera(p, 3) = -cam_from_jet_cntr; 
d= ((floor to cam-floor to laser) + (camera(p, 2)-(fov centre to jet*cos(theta)))); 
mirror(p, l) = distance down jet; 
mirror(p, 2) =d+ (fov_centre_to_jet*cos(theta)); 
mirror(p, 3) = (d*tan(theta)) + (fov_centre_to_jet*sin(theta)); 
laser(p,: ) = mirror(p,: ); 
laser(p, 3) = cam_from_laser-cam_from_jet_cntr; 
enclosurel(p,: ) 
enclosure2(p,: ) 








enclosurel(p, 3) - (cam from laser*2); 
enclosure4(p, 3) - (cam from laser*2); 
enclosurel(p, 2) = enclosurel(p, 2) - (floor to enc top-floor to laser); 
enclosure2(p, 2) = enclosure2(p, 2) - (floor to enc top-floor to laser); 
enclosure3(p, 2) = enclosure3(p, 2) + floor 
_to_laser, enclosure4(p, 2) = enclosure4(p, 2) + floor to laser; 
cam_to_sheet(p) = sqrt( (cart_centre(p, 3)-camera (p, 3))^2 + (cart_centre(p, 2)-camera (p, 2))^2 ); 
end 
for p=1: positions-1: positions 
style=': '; if (p==l) style=''; end; 
plot (0,0, 'r+'); 
vectorcircle(O, O, jet radius (p), ['k' style]); 
vectorcircle(O, O, safe_radius(p), ['r' style]); 
plot(-cart-centre(p, 3), cart_centre(p, 2), 'ko'); 
plot( [-cart_centre(p, 3) camera (p, 3)], [cart_centre(p, 2) -camera(p, 2)], ['b' style]); 
plot([O mirror(p, 3)], [O -mirror(p, 2)], ['g' style]); 
plot([laser(p, 3) mirror(p, 3)], [-laser(p, 2) -mirror(p, 2)], ['g' style]); 
plot(mirror(p, 3), -mirror(p, 2), 'go'); 
plot(camera(p, 3), -camera(p, 2), 'bo'); 
plot([enclosurel(p, 3) enclosure2(p, 3) enclosure3(p, 3) enclosure4(p, 3)], [-enclosurel(p, 2) - 
enclosure2(p, 2) -enclosure3(p, 2) -enclosure4(p, 2)], ['c' style]); 
end 
$ THIRD PART - 3D view 
[p s) = polyfit(camera(:, 1), camera(:, 2), 2); % the low value of s proves the linear relationship 
%y= p(2)*x + p(3) 
rig gradient = abs(1/p(2)); 
rail centre = cart centre(:, 1) / cos(atan(l/rig gradient)); 
figure; 
for a=1: 2: 1+(359*make animation) 
clf; hold on; 
axis equal; 
if (make animation) axis('vis3d'); end; 
view (120+a, 30+(make animation*-10)+((180-abs(a-180))/5)); 
for p=1: positions 
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% draw the jet 
vectorcircle3d(0,0,0, diameter/2, 'k'); 
vectorcircle3d(O, 0, jet_length, (diameter /2) + jet_length/jet_gradient, 'k'); 
plot3([O 0], [0 jet_length], [diameter/2 (diameter/2) + jet_length/jet_gradient], 'k'); 
plot3([0 0], [0 jet length], [-diameter/2 -(diameter/2) - jet_length/jet_gradient], 'k'); 
plot3([diameter/2 (diameter/2) + jet_length/jet 
_gradient], 
[0 jet_length], [0 0], 'k'); 
plot 3([-diameter/2 -(diameter/2) - jet_length/jet_gradient], [0 jet_length], [0 0], 'k'); 
%draw the centre line 
plot3([O 0], [0 jet length], [0 0], 'g'); 
%draw the camera ray 
plot3([cart_cent re(p, 3) -camera (p, 3)], [cart_centre(p, 1) camera (p, 1)], [car t_centre(p, 2) - 
camera (p, 2)], 'b-o'); 
%draw the laser rays 
plot3([0 -mirror(p, 3)], [cart centre(p, l) 
plot3([-laser(p, 3) -mirror(p, 3)], [laser(p, l) 
mirror (p, 1)], [0 
mirror(p, 1)], [-laser(p, 2) -mirror(p, 2)], 'g- 
-mirror(p, 2)], 'g- 
%draw the laser enclosure 
lw = 0.05; 
plot3([-enclosurel(p, 3) -enclosure2(p, 3) -enclosure3(p, 3) -enclosure 4(p, 3)], [enclosurel(p, 1)- 
lw enclosure2 (p, l)-lw enclosure3(p, 1)-lw enclosure 4(p, 1)-lw], [-enclosurel(p, 2) -enclosure2(p, 2) 
-enclosure3(p, 2) -enclosure4(p, 2)], 'c'); 
plot3([-enclosurel(p, 3) -enclosure2(p, 3) -enclosure3(p, 3) - 
enclosure4(p, 3)], [enclosure 1 (p, 1) +lw enclosure2(p, 1)+lw enclosure3(p, 1)+lw 
enclosure4(p, 1)+lw], [-enclosurel(p, 2) -enclosure2 (p, 2) -enclosure3(p, 2) -enclosure4(p, 2)], 'c'); 
plot3([-enclosure2(p, 3) -enclosure2(p, 3)], [enclosure2(p, l)-lw enclosure 2(p, 1)+lw], [- 
enclosure2(p, 2) -enclosure2(p, 2)], 'c'); 
plot3([-enclosure3(p, 3) -enclosure 3(p, 3)], [enclosure 3(p, l)-lw enclosure 3(p, 1)+lw], [- 
enclosure3(p, 2) -enclosure3(p, 2)], 'c'); 
end 
end 
M(a) = getframe; 
$ TEXT DISPLAY 
time_per_site = (vel maps per pos*2) If rame rate; 
total_time = ceil((time_per_site*positions) + (positions-l)*move_time); 
total_time_sec = mod(total_time, 60); 
total time min = (total time -total time sec)/60; 
bytes_per_vel_set = ceil(sensor_bits/8)*prod(sensor_pix)*num_cameras*2; 
total_gigabytes = (vel_maps_per_pos * bytes per vel_set * positions) / (1024^3); 
disp(['Cameras will be in ' num2str(positions) ' positions and will cover ' num2str(px_per_mm(l)) '- 
' num2str(px_per_mm(length(px_per_mm))) ' pixels per mm. ']); 
disp(['The (Cartesian/world) gradient of the centre points (i. e. tilt of rig) should be 1 in 
num2str(riggradient) ' ']); 
disp(['Experiment will take ' num2str(total_time_min) ': ' num2str(total_time_sec) ' to complete, and 
will produce ' num2str(total_gigabytes) ' Gb of data. ']); 
disp (' 1); 
disp(' Pos Observed Z Dist along Dist along Sheet to Mirror Zoom (rel) rqd by 
varying'); 
disp(' area (cm) (px/mm) jet (m) rig rail (m) cam (m) disp (m) Area & Depth = 
Cumulative'); 
disp(' '); 
for p=l: positions 
disp([' ' num2str(p)... 
'' sprintf('%. 1f', view_width(p)*100) 'x' sprintf('%. lf', view_height(p)*100)... 
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sprintf('%. 2f', sensorpix(1)/(view_width(p)*1000))... 
sprintf('%. 3f', cartcentre(p, l))... 
sprintf('%. 3f', rail_centre(p))... 
sprintf('%. 3f', camtosheet(p))... 
sprintf('%. 3f', mirror(p, 3)-mirror(1,3))... 
sprintf('%. 2f', view_width(p)/view_width(1)) 
sprintf('%. 2f', cam_to_sheet(p)/cam_to_sheet(positions)) 
sprint f('%. 2f', (view_width(p)/view-width(1))*(cam_to_sheet(p)/cam_to_s he et (positions))) 1); 
end 
disp(' '); 
if (make animation) 
movie2avi(M, 'cojen_3d. avi'); 




9.4.5. Constant Zoom Imaging System Simulation 
This script simply calculates the number, and position, of recording sites necessary to 
cover an arbitrarily defined measurement volume using a given sensor and 
magnification factor. If the latter is supplied in the form of a vector, the acquisition time 




z=8.8; %3: 0.1: 12; 
vert over_below = 1.20; 
vert-over_above = 0.05; 
overlap = 0.02; 
diameter = 0.2; 
jet_gradient = 10; 
jet-length = 3; 
sensorpix = [2048 2048]; 
sensor fps = 14.7; 
num_samples req = 1000; 
move_harz_time = 20; 
move vert time = 40; 
% magnification factor z_a (either scalar or vector) 











how much above the centre line 
how much overlap should there 
jet diameter 
amount of "spread" to the jet 
length of jet to be covered 
sensor pixels - [width height] 
sensor frame rate 
do we want to cover? 
be? 
-1 in ? 
number of vector maps required 
time taken to move stage axially 
time taken to move stage vertically 
sensor ratio = sensor pix(2) / sensor pix(1); 
(px/mm) 










figure; hold on; axis equal; 
title([ num2str(sensor pix(1)) 'x' num2str(sensor pix(2)) ' px sensor; Z= num2str(z) ' 
px/mm']); -- 
plot([-0.5 jetlength+0.5], [0 0], 'k: '); 
plot ([0 jetlength], [diameter/2 ((diameter/2) + jet_length/jet_gradient)], 'k'); 
plot ([0 jet length], [-diameter/2 -((diameter/2) + jet_length/jet-gradient)], 'k'); 





plot([0 jet length], [-diameter/2 -vert_over_below*((diameter/2) + 
(jet_length/jet_gradient))], 'k: '); 
end 
for zi=l: length(z) 
clear yVals; 
positions(zi) = 0; 
fov = sensor pix / (z(zi)*1000); 
x=0; 
while (x<jet length) 
y= vert over above; 
while y-overlap >- ((diameter /2) + (vert_over_below* (1/jet_gradient) * (x+fov(1) ))) 
if (length(z)==1) plot(x+[0 fov(1) fov(1) 0 0], y-[0 0 fov(2) fov(2) 0), 'r'); end 
positions(zi) = positions(zi) + 1; 
yVals(positions(zi)) = y; 
lowFovCen = y-(fov(2)/2); 




x=x+ fov(1) - overlap; 
end 
time(zi) = ((positions(zi)*num_samples_req*2)/sensor_fps) + (positions(zi)*move_horz_time) + 




plot(z, time/60, 'g. -I); 
title([ num2str(sensor_pix(1)) 'x' num2str(sensor_pix(2)) ' px sensor']); 
xlabel('Magnification factor Z (px/mm)'); 
ylabel('Acquisition time (minutes)'); 
else 
disp(['Z =' num2str(z) ' mm/px; FOV =' num2str(fov(1)*1000) 'x' num2str(fov(2)*1000) ' mm']); 
disp([num2str(positions) ' measurement positions on ' num2str(length(unique(yVals))) ' rows. ']); 
disp(['Vertical traverse must be at least ' num2str(1000*(length (unique (yVals))-1)*(fov(2)- 
overlap)) ' mm long. ']); 








theta = deg2rad(30.7); 
theta = deg2rad(0: 0.1: 39); % Angle between light sheet and vertical (scalar or vector) 
safety = 900; % Min. dist. (mm) between centreline & hardware in 'normal' position 
ph2safety = 600; % Min. dist. (mm) between centreline & hardware during Ph2 acq. @ 15D 
laserLine = 1400; % mm between centreline and laser exit port 
hiFovCntr = 116; % mm between centreline and centre of highest FOV 
loFovCntr = 492; % mm between centreline and centre of lowest FOV 
vertFovSz = 200; % Height of FOV (mm). Value used only for aesthetic display. 
equipEdge = 1250-100; % Maximum distance (mm) from rig centre to camera/proj. optics. 
for i=l: length (theta) 
% highest and lowest FOV centre points 
hiFovPnt = [-hiFovCntr*sin(theta(i)), hiFovCntr*cos(theta(i))]; 
loFovPnt =[ loFovCntr*sin(theta(i)), -loFovCntr*cos(theta(i))]; 
hiFovCam = [hiFovPnt(1)-(safety*cos(theta (i))), hiFovPnt(2)-(safety*sin(theta (i)))]; 
loFovCam = [loFovPnt(1)-(safety*cos(theta (i))), loFovPnt(2)-(safety*sin(the ta(i)))]; 
projMirr = [laserLine*tan(theta(i)), -laserLine]; 
spareSpace = equipEdge - abs([projMirr(1) hiFovCam(1)]); 
horzTrav(i) = min([spareSpace (safety-ph2safety)/cos(theta(i))]); 






vectorcircle(0,0, safety, 'k: '); 
laserPos = -300; % laser exit port X-position (aesthetic only) 
plot( [-safety*l. 5*sin(theta (i)) laserLine*tan(theta(i)) laserPos], [safety*1.5*cos(theta (i)) - 
laserLine -laserLine], 'g-'); 
plot(laserLine*tan(theta(i)), -laserLine, 'g^'); 
plot(hiFovCam(1), hiFovCam(2), 'bd'); 
plot(hiFovCam(1)+horzTrav, hiFovCam(2), 'cd'); 
legend('Jet diameter at 3 m',... 
[ num2str(safety/1000) 'm safety offset'],... 
'Laser light sheet',... 
'Projection optics',... 
'Phase 3 camera position(s)',... 
'Most extreme Ph2 cam pos possible'); 
plot([0 0], [-1.2*safety 1.2*safety], 'r-. '); 
plot([-1.2*safety 1.2*safety], [0 0], 'r-. '); 
plot([laserPos laserPos-550 laserPos-550 laserPos laserPos], 
[-la serLine-39 -laserLine-39 - 
laserLine+161 -laserLine+161 -laserLine-39], 'k-') ; 
plot([1250 -1250 -1250 1250 1250], [-laserLine-200 -laserLine-200 -2500 -2500 -laserLine- 
200], 'k-'); 
plot([hiFovPnt(1)-(vertFovSz*sin(theta(i))) 
hiFovPnt(1)+(vertFovSz*sin (theta (i)))], [hiFovPnt(2)+(vertFovSz*cos (theta (i))) hiFovPnt(2)- 
(vertFovSz*cos(theta(i)))], 'b-'); 
plot([loFovPnt(1)-(vertFovSz*sin(theta(i))) 
loFovPnt(1)+(vertFovSz*sin(theta (i)))], [loFovPnt(2)+(vertFovSz*cos (theta (i))) 
loFovPnt(2)- 
(vertFovSz*cos(theta(i)))], 'b-'); 
plot( [hiFovPnt(1)-(vertFovSz*sin(theta (i))) hiFovCam(1) 
hiFovPnt(1)+(vertFovSz*sin(theta (i)))], [hiFovPnt(2)+(vertFovSz*cos (theta (i))) 
hiFovCam(2) 
hiFovPnt(2)-(vertFovSz*cos(theta(i)))], 'b: '); 
plot([loFovPnt(1)-(vertFovSz*sin(theta (i))) loFovCam(1) 
loFovPnt(1)+(vertFovSz*sin (theta (i)))], [loFovPnt(2)+(vertFovSz*cos (theta 
(i) loFovCam(2) 
loFovPnt(2)-(vertFovSz*cos(theta(i)))], 'b: '); 
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plot(hiFovPnt(1), hiFovPnt(2), 'bo'); 
plot(loFovPnt(1), loFovPnt(2), 'bo'); 
plot([hiFovPnt(1) hiFovPnt(1)-(safety*cos(theta (i)))], [hiFovPnt(2) hiFovPnt(2)- 
(safety*sin(theta(i)))], 'b-'); 
plot([loFovPnt(1) loFovPnt(1)-(safety*cos(the ta(i)))], [loFovPnt(2) loFovPnt(2)- 
(safety*sin(theta(i)))], 'b-'); 
plot(loFovCam(l), loFovCam(2), 'bd'); 
plot([ horzTrav-safety*1.5*sin(theta(i)) horzTrav+laserLine*tan(theta(i)) 
lase rPos], [safety*1.5*cos(theta (i)) -laserLine -laserLine], 'g: '); 
plot ([-horzTrav-safety*1.5*sin(theta (i)) -horzTrav+laserLine*tan (theta (i)) 
laserPos], [safety*1.5*cos(theta (i)) -laserLine -laserLine], 'g: ' 
plot(loFovCam(1)+horzTrav, loFovCam(2), 'cd'); 
plot(hiFovCam(1)-horzTrav, hiFovCam(2), 'cd'); 
plot(loFovCam(l)-horzTrav, loFovCam(2), 'cd'); 
disp(['Maximum horizontal traverse length: ' num2str(horzTrav*2) 'mm']); 






plot(rad2deg(theta), horzTrav*2, 'b-'); 
plot(rad2deg(theta), camHeight+2500, 'r-1); 
%plot(rad2deg(theta), 2*(safety-ph2safety). /cos(theta), 'g-1); 
legend(('Horizontal traverse length (max. of ' num2str(horzTrav(find(horzTrav==max(horzTrav)))*2) 
' mm at ' num2str(rad2deg(theta(find(horzTrav==max(horzTrav))))) '\circ)'], 'Rig height (to top 
of highest camera position)'); 
xlabel('Angle \theta between light sheet and vertical (degrees)'); 




9.4.7. Background Oriented Schlieren 




directory = 'C: \directory\'; 
filePrefix = 'img 
fileNumPad = 4; 
fileSuffix = '. bmp'; 
fileNumber = 355; 
img = im2double(imread([directory file Prefix sprint f(['%0' num2str(fileNumPad) 'd'], 1) fileSuffix])); 
mask = roipoly(img); 
close all; 
for i=l: fileNumber 
fileName = [directory filePrefix sprint f(['%0' num2str(fileNumPad) 'd'], i) fileSuffix]; 
coords{i} = bos extractDots(im2double(imread(fileName)), mask); 
disp([ num2str(length(coords{1})) ' dots found in image ' num2str(i) ' of ' num2str(fileNumber) 
'... ']); 
end 
save 'coords. mat' coords; 
9.4.7.2. Dot Position Extraction - Subfunction 
function output = bos_extractDots(img, mask) 
maxBg = blkproc(img, [4 4], 'max(x(: ))'); 
maxBg = imresize(maxBg, size(img), 'bilinear'); 
dotMask = (img < (maxBg/2)) .* 
im2double(mask); 
dotMask = dilate(dotMask, [0 1 0; 1 1 1; 0 1 01); 
dotsGrey = -(img-maxBg) .* 
im2double(dotMask); 
[labelled numpoints] = bwlabel(dotMask, 8); 
points = imfeature(labelled, 'basic'); 
d=1; 
for p=1: num points 
box = floor(points(p). BoundingBox); 
if (box(3)<10 & box(4)<10 & box(t)>1) % dot is expected size and not off LH side of Oma 
thisDotGrey = (labelled==p); 
thisDotGrey = thisDotGrey(box (2)+1: box(2)+box(4), box(1)+1: box(1)+box(3)); 
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thisDotGrey = thisDotGrey .* dotsGrey(box (2)+1: box(2)+box(4), box(1)+l: box(1)+box(3)); 
centroidX = sum(sum(thisDotGrey ). *(l: size(thisDotGrey, 2))) / sum(thisDotGrey(: )); centroidY = sum(sum(thisDotGrey'). *(l: size(thisDotGrey, 1))) / sum(thisDotGrey(: )); 




[y, i] = sort(output(:, 1)); 
output = output(i,: ); 
% imshow(img); 
% hold on; 
% plot(output(:, l), output(:, 2), 'r+') 




load 'coords. mat'; 
% find the frame with the largest number of dots in... 
maxDots = 0; 
maxDotsIndex = 0; 
for i=l: length(coords) 
if (size(coords{i}, 1) > maxDots) 
maxDots = size(coords{i}, 1); 
maxDotsIndex = i; 
end 
end 
fit = polyfit(coords{maxDotsIndex}(:, 1), coords{max Dotslndex}(:, 2), l); 
numDots = length(coords{maxDotsIndex}(:, 1)) 
for i=l: numDots 
end 
[tangentialDist(i), distDownLine(i), closestLinePoint(:, i)] = 
bos calcDotPosRelToLine(fit(1), fit(2), coords{maxDotsIndex}(i,: )'); 
meanGapBetweenNearestPoints = mean (sgrt(sum((closestLinePoint(:, 2: end) -closestLinePoint(:, 1: end- 
1))"^2))): 
evenlyDistPoints = [[O: numDots-1]*meanGapBetweenNearestPoints*cos(tanh(fit (1)));... 
[O: numDots-1]*meanGapBetweenNearestPoints*sin(tanh(fit(1)))]; 
lengthwiseDevFromEven = sgrt(sum((closes tLinePoint -evenlyDistPoints) . ^2)); 
lengthwiseDevFromEven = lengthwiseDevFromEven - mean(lengthwiseDevFromEven); 
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evenlyDistPoints(:, 1)-mean(evenlyDistPoints(:, 1)) 
maxDotsIndex=35; 
figure; 
axis equal; axis ij; hold on; 
minX = min(coords{maxDotsIndex) 1)); 
maxX = max(coords{maxDotsIndex}(:, l)); 
plot([minX maxX], [fit(2)+fit(1)*minX fit(2)+fit(1)*maxX]-300, 'm-1); 
plot(coords{maxDotsIndex}(:, 1), coords{maxDotsIndex}(:, 2)-300, 'r. '); 
plot(minX: (maxX-minX)/(numDots-1): maxX, tangentialDist*100, 'b. -'); 
plot (minX: (maxX-minX)/(numDots-1): maxX, lengthwiseDevFromEven*1000, 'g. -'); 
h= legend('Line of best fit (reduced by 300px in Y-axis) ', 'Dot centroids (reduced by 300px in Y- 
axis)', 'Tangential dot-line distance (\timesl00)', 'Deviation from evenly spaced distance down 
line (\timesl000)'); 
title('Dot centroids, as represented by errors in line axis coordinates. '); 
xlabel('Image x-axis (px)'); 
ylabel (' Image y-axis (px)'); 
plot (evenlyDistPoints(1,: )+8, evenlyDistPoints (2,: )+mean(coo rds( maxDots Index)(:, 2))-302, 'k+') 
return 
refDotIndex = round(length(coords{maxDotsIndex})/2); 
refDotPos = coords{maxDotsIndex}(refDotIndex, l); 
refDotSep = mean(coords{maxDotsIndex}(2: end, 1) - coords{maxDotsIndex }(1: end-1,1)); 
% check for dots falling off / appearing at the side of the image... 
for i=1: length(coords) 
for j=l: maxDots 
refPos = coords{maxDotsIndex}(j, 1); 
[v, n] = min(abs(coords{i}(:, 1) - refPos)); 
% check whether there is a dot in this position in this frame... 
if (v < refDotSep*0.5) coordX(i, j) = coords{i}(n, l); coordY(i, j) = coords{i}(n, 2); 




alpha = (coordX-=O); 
surAD = sum(alpha); 
sumXD = sum(coordX); 
avgXD = sumXD ./ sumAD; 
sumAT = sum(alpha'); 
sumXT = sum(coordX'); 
avgXT = sumXT ./ sumAT; 
% Dot dimension 
sumYD = sum(coordY); 
avgYD = sumYD ./ sumAD; 
% Time dimension 
sumYT = sum(coordY'); 
avgYT = sumYT ./ sumAT; 
coordXrel = coordX; 
coordYrel = coordY; 
coordZrel = zeros(size(coordX)); 
for i=1: length(coords) 
index = find(coordXrel(i,: )-=O); 
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% coordXrel(i, index) 
% coordYrel(i, index) 
% coordXrel(i, index) 
% coordYrel(i, index) 
coordXrel(i, index) 
coordYrel(i, index) 
coordXrel(i, index) - coordX (maxDots Index, index); 
coordYrel(i, index) - coordY(maxDotsIndex, index); 
coordXrel(i, index) - mean(coordX(:, index)); 
coordYrel(i, index) - mean(coordY(:, index)); 
(avgXD(index) - coordXrel(i, index)) - avgXT(i) + mean(avgXT); 
(avgYD(index) - coordYrel(i, index)) - avgYT(i) + mean(avgYT); 
coordZrel(i, index) = sgrt(coordXrel(i, index) . ^2 + coordYrel(i, index) . ^2); 
stdX(i) = std(coordXrel(i,: )); 
stdY(i) = std(coordYrel(i,: )); 
stdZ(i) = std(coordZrel(i,: )); 
end 





index = find(coordXrel(i,: )H=0); 
quiver(coordX(maxDotsIndex, index), coordY(maxDotsIndex, index), coordXrel(i, index)- 





plot(coords{90}(:, l), coords{90}(:, 2), 'r+'); 
plot(coords{216}(:, 1), coords{216}(:, 2), 'g+'); 
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9.4.8. Innolas Pulse Intensity Jitter Tester 
This script controls a Tektronix TDS 1002 oscilloscope, allowing the calculation and 
display of the mean and standard deviation of the intensities of each pulse produced by 
























ports = instrfind; 




%[1 and/or 2 ]. Affects only which channels are downloaded 
% Determine using Device Manager > Ports 
% Volts per division (the smaller, the better vert. res) 
% Where should OV be on the screen? Between -4 & +4 divisions 
% Seconds per division (5ns = minimum) 
% Distance from centre of screen to trigger; seconds 
% CH1, CH2 or EXT 
% Volts (TTL threshold voltage = 1.5V) 
% Rise or fall 
s= serial(port); 
s. ReadAsyncMode = 'continuous'; 
s. InputBufferSize = 50000; 
s. BaudRate = 19200; 
fopen(s); 
fprintf(s, '*IDN? '); 
disp('Waiting for response... '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
if -strcmp(out(1: 18), 'TEKTRONIX, TDS 1002') 
disp(['Response received from: ' out]); 
disp('Setting oscilloscope options... '); 
disp ('' ) 
error(['Unexpected hardware on ' port ': ' out]); end 
fprintf(s, 'factory'); 
fprintf(s, 'acquire: mode sample'); 
fprintf(s, 'acquire: stopafter sequence'); 
fprintf(s, 'select: CHl ON'); 
fprintf(s, 'select: CH2 ON'); 
fprintf(s, 'chl: probe 1'); 
fprintf(s, 'ch2: probe 1'); 
fprintf(s, ['chl: volts ' num2str(vertScales(l))]); 
fprintf(s, ['ch2: volts ' num2str(vertScales(2))]); 
fprintf(s, ['hor: main: scale ' num2str(horzScale)]); 
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fprintf(s, 'trig: main: type edge'); 
fprintf(s, 'trig: main: mode normal'); 
fprintf(s, ['trig: main: edge: source ' trigChannel]); 
fprintf(s, ['trig: main: edge: slope ' trigSlope]); 
fprintf(s, ['trig: main: level ' num2str(trigLevel)]); 
fprintf(s, ['horizontal: position ' num2str(horzOffset)]); 
fprintf(s, ['chl: position ' num2str(vertOffsets(1))]); 
fprintf(s, ['ch2: position ' num2str(vertOffsets(2))]); 
for ch=1: 2 
fprintf(s, ['data: source CH' num2str(ch)]); 
fprintf(s, 'data: start 1'); 
fprintf(s, 'data: stop 2500'); 
fprintf(s, 'data: encdg ascii'); 
fprintf(s, 'wfmpre: yzero? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
yzero(ch) = str2num(out(15: end)); 
fprintf(s, 'wfmpre: ymult? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
ymult(ch) = str2num(out(15: end)); 
fprintf(s, 'wfmpre: yoff? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
yoff(ch) = str2num(out(14: end)); 
end 
fprintf(s, 'wfmpre: xincr? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
xincr = str2num(out(15: end)); 
xincr = horzScale / 250; 
disp(['Horizontal scale unit 
disp(' '); 
tic; 
for meas = 1: numMeas 
is: ' num2str(xincr*1e9) ' ns' ]); 
disp(['Acquiring measurement ' num2str(meas) ' of ' num2str(numMeas)]); 
fprintf(s, 'acquire: state on'); 
fprintf(s, 'BUSY? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
start a new single acquisition 
while (length(out>7) & sum(out(1: 7)-=': BUSY 0')) 
disp('Waiting for a trigger... '); 
pause(0.5); 
fprintf(s, 'BUSY? '); 
out = fscanf(s); 
end 
for ch=l: length(channelsUsed) 
fprintf(s, ['data: source CH' num2str(channelsUsed(ch))]); 
fprintf(s, 'curve? '); 
disp(['Downloading CH' num2str(channelsUsed(ch)) ' data... ']); 
out = fscanf(s); 
data(:, ch, meas) = (((strread(out(8: end), '%d', 'delimiter', ', ') 
ymult(channelsUsed(ch))) + yzero(channelsUsed(ch)) - vertOffsets(1) + 






plot( [1: length(data) I *xincr, data) ; xlabel('Time (s) '); ylabel('Signal (V) '); 
end 





trueTime = (([l: length (data(:,:, 1)))-1250)*xincr + horzOffset) * 1000000; 
figure; 
hold on; 
title([' Distribution of pulse intensities (' num2str(numIeas) ' samples) 
plot(trueTime, mean(data(:, l,: ), 3)); 
plot(trueTime, std(data(:, 1,: ), 0,3), 'r'); 
legend('Mean', 'Standard deviation'); 
xlabel('Time (\mus)'); 
ylabel('Light intensity (arbitrary units)'); 
save 'pulseResults. mat'; 
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9.4.9. Time-stamp Recognition Script 
function [theTime, timeAsString, count] = readTimestamp OCR(filename) 
img = imread(filename); 
img = img(1: 8,18: 300); 
d0=[ 0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d1= [ 0 0 0 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 255 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d2=[ 0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 255 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 255 255 255 255 255 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d3=[ 0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d4=[ 0 0 0 0 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 0 255 0 0; 
0 0 255 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 255 255 255 255 255 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d5=[ 0 255 255 255 255 255 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 255 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d6=[ 0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 255 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
d7=[ 0 255 255 255 255 255 255 0; 







0 0 0 0 0 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 255 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 255 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 255 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 255 0 0 0 0 255 0; 
0 0 255 255 255 255 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
for character = 1: 22 
if (character<8) offset = 0; subImg = img(:, ((character-1)*8)+1 
investigating the trigger count (NNNNNNN) 
else offset = 7; subImg = img(:, ((character-8)*8)+153 
















theTime = -1; 
asString = []; 
return; 
end 
digits(character-offset) = 0; 
digits(character-offset) = 1; 
digits(character-offset) = 2; 
digits(character-offset) = 3; 
digits(character-offset) = 4; 
digits(character-offset) = 5; 
digits(character-offset) = 6; 
digits(character-offset) = 7; 
digits(character-offset) = 8; 
digits(character-offset) = 9; 
digits(character-offset) = -1; 
digits(character-offset) = -2; 
: ((character-1)*8)+8); % 
: ((character-8)*8)+160); % 
error(['Unidentifiable digit found in ' filename]); 
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if (character==7) % trigger count has been read 
count = sum(10. ^[6: -1: 0] .* digits(1: 7)); 
elseif (character==22) % time has been read 
hours = digits(1)*10+digits(2); 
minutes = digits(4)*10+digits(5); 
seconds = digits(7)*10+digits(8); 
micros = sum(10. ^[5: -1: 01 .* digits(10: 15)); 
theTime = seconds + (minutes*60) + (hours*3600) + (micros/1000000); 









root = 'F: \Vectors - Phase 2, VC7\'; % The location of the data 
scanningLength = 380; % The distance from the front to back view (units: mm) 
theta = deg2rad(30); % The inclination (to vertical) of the views (units: degrees) 
axialLocPosToView = [58 61; % The axial positions of the views to reconstruct (units: vector 
indices (+ve = upstream)) 
axialAveraginq = 2; % Reconstructed views = mean[ axialPos-thisAmount 
axialPos+thisAmount ] (units: vector indices) 
vertAveraging = 3; % As above for vertical dim of maps, but averaging length is not x2 
(units: vector indices) 
minFitPoints = 6; Data points required for circle fitting. The minimum of 3 may 
lead to dodgy circles. 
myDatumOffset = 127.92; % Where should the axial 0mm be? For short cowl: 127.92 = core 
exit, 244.29 = bypass exit 
load('camBiasMasksph232px. mat'); 
if (exist('centralSlicePlot. mat')) load('centralSlicePlot. mat'); end 
scrsz = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
figure('Position', [(scrsz(3)-500)/2 (scrsz(4)-350)/2 450 300], 'Resize', 'off', 'MenuBar', 'none', 
'NumberTitle', 'off', 'Name', 'Phase 2 data loader / visualiser') 
uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Data set: ', 'Position', [50 250 100 20]); 
popDataSet = uicontrol('Style', 'popup', 'String', 'Short cowl OP 1.81Short cowl OP 1.21Coplanar OP 
1.2 (5th) ICoplanar OP 1.31Coplanar OP 1.2 (6th)', 'Value', 4, 'Position', [150 250 250 20]); 
popLoadFresh = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Load & process raw data from scratch? ', 
'Value', 0, 'Position', [150 210 250 20]); 
popDispRaw = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Display raw data? ', 'Value', 0, 'Position', 
[150 180 250 20]); 
popDispMid = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Display middle plane? ', 'Value', 0, 
'Position', [150 160 250 20]); 
popDispCircs = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Display fitted circles? ', 'Value', 1, 
'Position', [150 140 250 20]); 
popDispDev = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'Stri ng', 'Display jet deviation? ', 'Value', 
0, 
'Position', [150 120 250 20]); 
popDispMaps = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Display interpolated maps? ', 'Value', 1, 
'Position', [150 100 250 20]); 
popDispComp = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Just axial mean & RMS on 
1 figure', 'Value', 
1, 'Position', [170 80 230 20]); 
popDispStats = uicontrol('Style', 'checkbox', 'String', 'Display circle statistics? 
', 'Value', 1, 
'Position', [150 60 250 20]); 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Continue... ', 'Position', 
[150 15 100 201, 
'Callback', 'dataSet = get(popDataSet, 'Value' ); loadFresh = get(popLoadFresh, 
''Value''); doDispRaw = 
get(popDispRaw, ''Value ''); doDispCircs = get(popDispCircs, ''Value''); 
doDispDev = 
get(popDispDev, ''Value' ); doDispMaps = get (popDispMaps, ''Value ''); doDispComp = 
get(popDispComp, ''Value' ); doDispStats = get(popDispStats, ''Value, ); popDispMid = 
get (popDispMid, ''Value ''); close all; pause off; '); 
uiwait; 
runInfo = 
struct(Idirectory', {[]}, 'numberGroups', {[]), 'deltaTs', {[]}, 'camera', 
{[]}, 'paddingAbove', {[]}, 'axial Pos 
% define the data set to be loaded... 
switch dataSet 
case 1, phase2_ShC8; 
case 2, phase2_ShC2; 
case 3, phase2_CpC2_5; 




case 5, phase2_CpC2_6; 




(loadFresh I exist(cacheName)-=2) 
[mu, mv, nv, tu, tv, vr] = phase2_buildArrays(runInfo); 
save(cacheName, 'mu', 'mv', 'nv', 'tu', 'tv', 'vr'); 
load(cacheName); 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max( [runInfo. axialPos] ) 
for axPos = l: length(axialLocPosToView) 







% average along the direction of the jet 
sliceMUraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(mu{axGlobalPos}(:, axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
sliceMVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(mv{axGlobalPos}(:, axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
sliceNVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(nv{axGlobalPos}(:, axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
sliceTUraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(tu{axGlobalPos}(:, axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
sliceTVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(tv{axGlobalPos}axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
sliceVRraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,: ) = mean(vr{axGlobalPos}(:, axialLocPosToView(axPos)- 
axialAveraging: axialLocPosToView(axPos)+axialAveraging,: ), 2); 
% smooth in the vertical dimension 
sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceMUraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 
sliceMVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceMVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 
sliceNVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceNVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 
sliceTUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceTUraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 
sliceTVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceTVraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 
sliceVRsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
1]), sliceVRraw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 







centralMeanSlicePlot{dataSet, axGlobalPos, axPos} = sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:, 6); 
centralRmsSlicePlot{dataSet, axGlobalPos, axPos} = sliceTUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:, 6); 
centralSliceCoords{dataSet, axGlobalPos, axPos} _ 
([1: length(sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:, 6))]-centreYpos)*vectorSpacing; 
inputToCircleFinder = sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos); 
[points{axGlobalPos, axPos}, pointsFound{axGlobalPos, axPos}] _ 
phase2 findVelPoints(inputToCircleFinder, speeds{axGlobalPos}); % find the velocities' contour points 
for s=1: length(speeds{axGlobalPos}) 




_numPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos}(s) >= minFitPoints) % We need >=3 points :o circle fit, but we might choose to require more 
y_pos = points{axGlobalPos, axPos}(:,:, s); 
x_pos = find(sum(y_pos')>O); 
y_pos = (y_pos(x_pos,: )-centreYpos) * vectorSpacing; convert to real units x_pos = (x_pos-6) * (scanningLength/10); 
rotPoints( axGlobalPos, axPos, s} = [cos(-theta) -sin(-theta); sin(-theta) cos(-theta)] 
jzeroskl, proatsizety_pos))); y_pos(: )'j; 
rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(1,: ) 
x pos]; 
= rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(1,: ) + [x pos 
[circle_origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}, circle 
_radius(axGlobalPos, axPos, s), zzz, circle 
_sdError(axGlobalPos, 
axPos, s)] = ls2dcircle(rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}', [0; 0], 100,1,1); 
% do circle fit 
end 
end 
sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceMVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceMVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceMVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceNVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceNVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceNVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceTUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceTUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceTUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceTVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceTVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceTVsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceVRwide{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceVRsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, (size(sliceVRsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))], 'bicubic'); 
sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros (size (sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size (sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
sliceMVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros (size (sliceMVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceMVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size(sliceMVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
s1iceNVshear {axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros (size (sliceNVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceNVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size(sliceNVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros(size(sliceTUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceTUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size(sliceTUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros(size(sliceTVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceTVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size(sliceTVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
sliceVRshear{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros(size(sliceVRwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceVRwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size(sliceVRwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
for i=1: size(sliceMUwide{axGloba1Pos, axPos}, 1) 
sliceMUshear I axGlobalPos, axPos I (i, round (i* tan (the t a)) : round (i* tan (the t a) )+size (sliceMUwide I axGlobalPos 
, axPos}, 2)-1) = sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: ); 
sliceMVs he a r(axGlobalPos, axPos) (i, round (i*t an (the t a)) : round (i* tan (theta) )+size (sliceMVwidefaxGlobalPos 
, axPos}, 2)-1) = sliceMVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: 
); 
sliceNVs he a rfaxGlobalPos, axPos) (i, round (i*t an (theta)) : round (i* tan (the t a) )+size (sliceNVwide I axGlobalPos 
, axPos), 2)-1) = sliceNVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: 
); 
sliceTUs he a r(axGlobalPos, axPos) (i, round(i*t an (the t a)) : round (i* tan (theta)) +size (slice TUwide(axGlobalPos 




sliceTVs he a r{axGlobalPos, axPos) (i, round (i*t an (theta)) : round (i* tan (the t a)) +size (sliceTVwidefaxGloba I pos 
, axPos}, 2)-1) = sliceTVwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: ); 
sliceVRshe a r(axGlobalPos, axPos I (i, round (i*t an (the t a)) : round (i* tan (the t a)) +size (sliceVRwidejaxGlcb a -Pos 
, axPos}, 2)-1) = sliceVRwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: ); 
end 
if (popDispRaw) 
sliceMUwideRaw{axGlobalPos, axPos} = 
imresize(sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [size(sliceMUsmooth{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
scanningLength/(vectorSpacing*cos(theta))],! nearest'); 
sliceMUshearRaw{axGlobalPos, axPos} = zeros (size (sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1), 
size(sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2) + ceil(size (sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); 
for i=1: size(sliceMUwide{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1) 
sliceMUs he a rRaw(axGlobalPos, axPos I (i, round (i* tan (theta)) : round (i* tan (theta) )+size (sliceMUwidefaxGlobal 
Pos, axPos}, 2)-1) = sliceMUwideRaw{axGlobalPos, axPos}(i,: ); 
end 
end 
rangeMU(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
rangeMV(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceMVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceMVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
rangeTU(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
rangeTV(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
rangeNV(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceNVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceNVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
rangeVR(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ) = [min(min(sliceVRshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: ))) 
max(max(sliceVRshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(: )))]; 
end 
end 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]); 
for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
% sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(find(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}<0)) = 0; 
% sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(find(sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}<0)) = 0; 
% sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(find(sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}<0)) = 0; 
% sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}(isnan(sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos})) = 0; 





% DISPLAY... - positions given are relative to tip of bullet 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
for axPos = 1%: length(axialLocPosToView) 
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if (axGlobalPos==1) prevZ = 0; 
else prevZ = realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos-1, axPos); end 
thisZ = realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos); 
disp(['From axial pos ' num2str(prevZ) 'mm to ' num2str(thisZ) 'mm ... ']); 
validIndices = find(circle_radius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )>O); 
for v=validIndices 
prevX = 0; 
prevY = 0; 
if (axGlobalPos«=1 & length(circleorigin{axGlobalPos-1, axPos, v})>p) 
prevX = circle_origin{axGlobalPos-1, axPos, v}(1); 
prevY = circle_origin{axGlobalPos-l, axPos, v}(2); 
end 
thisX = circle origin(axGlobalPos, axPos, vj(1); 
thisY = circle_origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, v}(2); 
devFromCentreLine = rad2deg(atan( sgrt((thisX-prevX)^2+(thisY-prevY)^2) / (thisZ-prevZ) 
devWithinCrossPlane = rad2deg(atan( (thisX-prevX) / (thisY-prevY) )); 
disp([ num2str(speeds{axGlobalPos}(v)) ' m/s -' num2str(devFromCentreLine) ' from 




avgCentres = []; 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max ([ runInf o. axialPos ]) 
for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
validIndices = find(circle radius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )>O); 
centres = [circle origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, validIndices}]; 
avgCentres = [avgCentres [mean (centres (1, mean (centres (2, 
realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)]]; 
disp(['Average centre at ' num2str(avgCentres(3, end)) ' mm: (' num2str(avgCentres(1, end)) 
num2str(avgCentres(2, end)) ')']) 
end 
end 
if (doDispDev & strcmp(description, 'Short cowl nozzle OP 1.2')-=1) % has no 5D data 
figure; 
hold on; 
xlabel('Axial position (mm)'); 
ylabel('Deviation from expected centre (mm)'); 
if (strcmp (description, 'Coplanar nozzle OP 1.2 (6th) ')==l) % overplot data from 5th 
avgCentres5th = 1.0e+003 *[0.0049 
0.0018 
0.9035 
0.0081 0.0094 0.0129;... % X 
0.0014 0.0007 -0.0018;... % Y 
1.0699 1.9035 2.0699]; % axial 
compCentres =[ avgCentres5th(l, l) avgCentres5th(1,2) mean([avgCentres5th(1,3) 
avgCentres(1,3)1) mean([avgCentres5th(1,4) avgCentres(1,4)]);... %X 
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avgCentres5th(2,1) avgCentres5th(2,2) mean([avgCentres5th(2,3) 
avgCentres(2,3)]) mean([avgCentres5th(2,4) avgCentres(2,4)]);... %y 
avgCentres5th(3,1) avgCentres5th(3,2) avgCentres5th(3,3) 
avgCentres5th(3,4)]; % axial 
compCentres =[ mean([avgCentres5th(1,1) avgCentres(1,1)]) mean([avgCentres5th(1,2) 
avgCentres(1,2)1) mean([avgCentres5th(1,3) avgCentres(1,3)]) mean([avgCentres5th(1,4) 
avgCentres(1,4)]);... %X 
mean([avgCentres5th(2,1) avgCentres(2,1)]) mean([avgCentres5th(2,2) 
avgCentres(2,2)1) mean([avgCentres5th(2,3) avgCentres(2,3)]) mean([avgCentres5th(2,4) 
avgCentres(2,4)]);... %Y 
avgCentres5th(3,1) avgCentres5th(3,2) avgCentres5th(3,3) 
avgCentres5th(3,4)]; % axial 
plot(avgCentres5th(3,: ), avgCentres5th(l,: ), 'ko: '); 
plot(avgCentres5th(3,: ), avgCentres5th(2,: ), 'bo: '); 
plot(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(1,: ), 'ks: '); 
plot(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(2,: ), 'bs: '); 
plot(compCentres(3,: ), compCentres(l,: ), 'k-'); 
plot(compCentres(3,: ), compCentres(2,: ), 'b-'); 
p= polyfit(compCentres(3,: ), compCentres(1,: ), 1); xAng = rad2deg(tanh(p(1))); 
p= polyfit(compCentres(3,: ), compCentres(2,: ), 1); yAng = rad2deg(tanh(p(1))); 
angl = rad2deg(tanh((compCentres(1,4)-compCentres(1,2))/(compCentres(3,4)-compCentres(3,2)))); 
ang2 = rad2deg(tanh((compCentres(1,3)-compCentres(1,1))/(compCentres(3,3)-compCentres(3,1)))); 
xAng = mean([angl ang2]); 
title(['Coplanar nozzle OP 1.2']); 
legend('Average centre X coordinate (from 5th)', 'Average 
'Average centre X coordinate (from 6th)', 'Average 
['Composite X coordinate (' sprintf('%. 3f', xAng) 
coordinate (' sprintf('%. 3f', yAng) '\circ deviation)']); 
else 
plot(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(1,: ), 'k. -I); 
plot(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(2,: ), 'b. -I); 
centre Y coordinate (from 5th)',... 
centre Y coordinate (from 6th)',... 
'\circ deviation)'], ['Composite Y 
p= polyfit(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(1,: ), l); xAng = rad2deg(tanh(p(1))); 
p= polyfit(avgCentres(3,: ), avgCentres(2,: ), 1); yAng = rad2deg(tanh(p(1))); 
angl = rad2deg(tanh((avgCentres(1,4)-avgCentres(1,2))/(avgCentres(3,4)-avgCentres(3,2)))); 
ang2 = rad2deg(tanh((avgCentres(1,3)-avgCentres(1,1))/(avgCentres(3,3)-avgCentres(3,1)))); 
xAng = mean([angl ang2]); 
title([description]); 
legend([ 'Average centre X coordinate (' sprint f('%. 3f', xAng) '\circ deviation)'], ['Average 




for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
xa = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 
2)] - 
(size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); % - (scanningLength/2); 
ya = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 
1)] - 
centreYpos); 
xc = xa( ((size(sliceNVwide{1}, 2)-1)/2) + round(centreYpos*tan(theta)) 
); 
yc = 0; 
figure('Name ', [description '- Slice at ' num2str (realGlobalPosition (axGlobalPos, axPos) 
)' 
rrim 1 1); 
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title([description '- Axial mean velocity at ' 
num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm']); 
axis equal; hold on; axis ij; 
imagesc(xa, ya, sliceMUshearRaw{axGlobalPos, axPos}); 






for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
figure('Name ', [description '- View at ' num2str(axialLocations(axGlobalPos)) ' mm (railway 
coords)']); 
imagesc(mu{axGlobalPos}(:,:, 6)); 





for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
mm']); 
figure('Name', [description '- Slice at ' num2 str (realGlobal Position (axGlobal Pos, axPos) )' 




palette = [jet(size(rotPoints, 3)/2); jet (size (rot Points, 3) -(size (rotPoints, 3) /2) )1; 
plot([-max (circle radius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )) max (circle radius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ))], [0 
0], 'k-'); -- 
plot([0 0], [-max(circleradius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )) 
max(circle radius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: ))], 'k-'); 
for s=1: size(rotPoints, 3) 
if -isempty(rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}) 
h(1) = plot(rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(1,: ), 
rotPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(2,: ), '. '); 
h(2) = vectorcircle(circleorigin{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(1), 
circle origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, s} (2), circle_radius(axGlobalPos, axPos, s), '-'); 
h(3) = plot(circleorigin{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(1), 
circle origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, s}(2), '+'); 
set(h, 'Color', palette(mod(s, length(palette))+1,: )) 
end 
end 
validIndices = find(circleradius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )>O); 
% legend(num2str(flipud(speeds{axGlobalPos}(validIndices))')); 
title([description '- Slice at ' num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm 
(Speeds =' num2str(min(speeds{axGlobalPos}(validIndices))) '-' 




if (doDispMaps & -doDispComp) 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
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for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
figure( 'Name', [description '- Slice at ' num2str(realGlobalPosition (axGlobalPos, axPos)) 
mm']); 
xa = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2)] - 
(size(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan(theta))); % - (scanningLength/2); 
ya = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ((l: size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)] - 
centreYpos); 
xc = xa( ((size(sliceNVwide{1}, 2)-1)/2) + round(centreYpos*tan(theta)) ); 
yc = 0; 
subplot(2,3,1); 
images c(xa, ya, sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeMU(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeMU(:,:, 2)))]); 
title('Axial mean velocity (m/s)'); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot(2,3,2); 
image sc(xa, ya, sliceMVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeMV(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeMV(:,:, 2)))]); 
title( [num2str (rad2deg (theta)) '\circ vertical mean velocity (m/s) [+ve = down/right]']); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot(2,3,3); 
imagesc(xa, ya, sliceVRshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min(rangeVR(:, : 1))) 
max(max(rangeVR(:,:, 2)))]); 
title('Vorticity'); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot(2,3,4); 
images c(xa, ya, sliceTUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (range TU(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeTU(:,:, 2)))]); 
title('Axial velocity RMS (m/s)'); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot(2,3,5); 
images c(xa, ya, sliceTVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeTV(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeTV(:,:, 2)))]); 
title([num2str(rad2deg(theta)) '\circ vertical velocity RMS (m/s)']); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot (2,3,6) ; 
images c(xa, ya, sliceNVshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeNV(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeNV(:,:, 2)))]); 
title('Number of samples'); 





tp = max([runInfo. axialPos])*length(axialLocPosToView); 
dp = 0; 
for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]) 
for axPos = 1: length(axialLocPosToView) 
dp = dp+l; 
xa = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 
2)] - 
(size(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan(theta))); ä - (scanningLength/2); 
- ya = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 
1)1 
centreYpos); 
xc = xa( ((size(sliceNVwide{1}, 2)-1)/2) + round(centreYpos*tan(theta)) 
); 
yc = 0; 
subplot(2, tp, dp); 
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image sc(xa, ya, sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeMU(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeMU(:,:, 2)))]); 
title([num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm']); 
axis equal; axis tight; hold on; plot(xc, yc, 'k+'); colorbar; 
subplot(2, tp, dp+tp); 
images c(xa, ya, slice TUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, [min (min (rangeTU(:,:, 1))) 
max(max(rangeTU(:,:, 2)))]); 





for axGlobalPos = 1: max([runInfo. axialPos]); 
for axPos = l: length(axialLocPosToView) 
figure('Name ', [description '- Slice at ' num2str(realGlobalPosition (axGlobalPos, axPos)) 
mm']); 
validIndices = find(circleradius(axGlobalPos, axPos,: )>O); 
originCoords = [circle_origin{axGlobalPos, axPos, validIndices}]; 
subplot(2,2,1); 
plot (speeds {axGlobalPos}(validIndices), [ originCoords' sgrt(sum (originCoords. ^2))'], '. - 11 
legend('X', 'Y', '\surdX^2+Y^2'); 
title('Aerodynamic jet centre position'); 
xlabel('Axial mean velocity (m/s)'); 
ylabel ('Location (mm) ') ; 
disp([description '- Slice at ' num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm ... Mean =' num2str(mean(sgrt(sum(originCoords. ^2)))) ' SD 
num2str(std(sqrt(sum(originCoords. A2))))]); 
subplot(2,2,2); 
axis equal; hold on; axis ij; 
title('Aerodynamic jet centre position'); 
plot(originCoords(1,: ), originCoords(2,: ), '. -'); 
text(originCoords(1,1 ), originCoords(2,1 
), (num2str(speeds{axGlobalPos}(min(validIndices))) 'm/s']); 
text (originCoords(1, end) , originCoords(2, end), [num2str(speeds{axGlobalPos}(max(validIndices))) 'm/s']); 
xlabel (' X-location (mm) ') ; 
ylabel (' Y-location (mm) ') ; 
radii = circle radius(axGlobalPos, axPos, validIndices); 
fiterr = circle sdError(axGlobalPos, axPos, validIndices); 
subplot(2,2,3); 
hold on; 
title('Circle fitting quality indicators'); 
xlabel('Axial mean velocity (m/s)'); 
plot(speeds{axGlobalPos}(validIndices), circle_numPoints{axGlobalPos, axPos}(validIndices), 'k. -'); 
ylabel('Num. points used for circle fit'); 
ax = 
axes('Position', get(gca, 'Position'), 'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'Color', 'none', IYColor', 'b' 
line(speeds{axGlobalPos}(validlndices), pointsFOund{aXGlobalPOS, aXPoS}(llalidlfldices)i 'Color', 'b', 'Marke 
r', '. ', 'Parent', ax); 
$ ylabel('Avg. vel. intersections on profiles'); 
line (speeds {axGlobalPos}(validIndices), fiterr(: ). /radii(: ), 'Color', 'b', 'Marker', '. ', 'Paren`', ax); 




plot(speeds{axGlobalPos}(validIndices), radii(: ), '. -I); 
xlabel('Axial mean velocity (m/s)'); 




save('centralSlicePlot. mat', 'centralMeanSlicePlot', 'centralRmsSlicePlot', 'centralSliceCoords'); 
xa = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 2)] - 
(size (sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)*tan (theta))); % - (scanningLength/2); 
ya = vectorSpacing * cos(theta) * ([1: size(sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 1)] - centreYpos); 
xc = xa( ((size(sliceNVwide{1}, 2)-1)/2) + round(centreYpos*tan(theta)) ); 
return 
figure; 
axGlobalPos = 1; axPos = 1; 
contour(xa-xc, ya, sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 10); 
title([num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm']); 
hold on; plot(0,0, 'k+'); axis ij; axis equal; axis tight; colorbar; 
vectorcircle (0,2,90, ' k: ') ; 
vectorcircle(0,3,130, 'k: '); 
figure; 
axGlobalPos = 2; axPos = 2; 
contour(xa-xc, ya, sliceMUshear{axGlobalPos, axPos}, 10); 
title([num2str(realGlobalPosition(axGlobalPos, axPos)) ' mm']); 
hold on; plot(0,0, 'k+'); axis ij; axis equal; axis tight; colorbar; 
vectorcircle(20,0,65, 'k: '); 
vectorcircle(20,0,110, 'k: '); 
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9.4.11. Phase 3 Processing Script 
9.4.11.1. Definition of experimental parameters 
ph3acgInfo datum{1} = 
[struct('pixelX', 1914, 'pixelY', 353, 'camPosAx', 120.5, 'camPosVert'175, '1daX', 1270, 'ldaY', 645)]; 
ph3acgInfo_dirPre{1} = {'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs500-509_Caml\', 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs500- 509_Cam2\', 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs500-509 Cam5\'}; 
ph3acgInfo_runs{1} _ 
{'S00a', '50Ob', '50la'501b', '501c', '50ld', '501e', 'S02a', '502b', '502c', '502d', '502e', '502f', '503a', '50 
3b', '503c', '503d', '503e', '503f', '503g', '504a', '504b', '504c', '504d', 'proc505', '506a', '506b', '507a', '507 
b', '507c', '507d', '507e', '507f', '507g', '507h', '508a', '508b', '509a', '509b', '509c', '509d', '509e', '50, 












ph3acgInfoinfInd{1} = [ones(1,45)]; 
ph3acgInfo_crop{1} = [struct('top', 2, 'bot', 5, 'left', 3, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 5, 'bot', 6, 'left', 7, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 2, 'bot', 6, 'left', 2, 'right', 4)]; 
ph3acgInfo datum{2} = 
[struct('pixelX', 1914, 'pixelY', 353, 'camPosAx', 120.5, 'camPosVert', 175, 'ldaX', 1270, 'ldaY', 645),... 
struct('pixelX', 1872, 'pixelY', 387, 'camPosAx', 142.4, 'camPosVert', 175, 'ldaX', 1837, 'ldaY', 566)]; 
ph3acgInfo_dirPre{2} = {'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs520-529 
_Caml\', 
'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs520- 
529_Cam2\', 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs520-529 
_Cam5\';... 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs544-550_Caml\', 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs544- 
550_Cam2\', 'V: \DaVis projects - V\Runs544-550_Cam5\'}; 
ph3acgInforuns(2} 
{'proc520', 'S21a', 'S21b', 'S21c', 'S21d', '52le', 'S21f', '522a', 'S22b', '522c', '522d', '522e', '522f', '522g', 
'522h', '523a', '523b', '523c', 'proc524', '525a', '525b', '525c', '526a', '526b', '526c', '526d', '527a', '527b', ' 
527c', '527d', 'proc5281,1529a', '529b', '529c', '529d', 1544a', '544b', '544c', '544d', '544e', '544f', 'proc545' 
'546a', '546b', '546c', '546d', '547a', '547b', '547c', 'proc548', 'proc549', '550a', '550b', '550c', '550d', '550 




ph3acgInfoposVs{2} = [175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175, -25, -25, -25, -25, - 
25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, - 
25,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175, -25, -225, -225, -225, - 







ph3acgInfoinfInd{2} _ [ones(1,35) 2*ones(1,24)]; 
ph3acgInfo_crop{2} _ [struct('top', 2, 'bot', 4, 'left', 2, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 6, 'bot', 5, 'left', 9, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 2, 'bot', 5, 'left', 2, 'right', 4)]; 
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ph3acgInfo datum{3} = 
[struct('pixelX', 1872, 'pixelY', 387, 'camPosAx', 142.4, 'camPosVert', 175, 'ldaX', 1837, 'ldaY', 566)]; 
ph3acgInfo_dirPre{3} = {'G: \DaVis projects - G\Runs530-540_Caml\', 'G: \DaVis projects - G\Runs530- 540_Cam2\', 'G: \DaVis projects - G\Runs530-540 Cam5\'}; 
ph3acgInfo_runs{3} _ 
{proc530', '53la', '531b', '531c', '532a', '532b', '532c', '533a', '533b', '533c', '533d', '533e', '534a', '534b', 
'534c', '534d', '534e', '534f', '535a', '535b', '535c', '535d', '536a', '536b', '536c', '537a', '537b', '537c', '537 





ph3acgInfo_posVs{3} = [175,175,175,175, -25, -25, - 






ph3acgInfo_infInd(3) = [ones(1,44)]; 
ph3acgInfo_crop{3} = [struct('top', 2, 'bot', 4, 'left', 3, 'right', 5)... 
struct('top', 5, 'bot', 5, 'left', 8, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 3, 'bot', 6, 'left', 3, 'right', 4)]; 
ph3acgInfo datum{4} = 
[struct('pixelX', 1872, 'pixelY', 387, 'camPosAx', 142.4, 'camPosVert', 175, 'ldaX', 1837, 'ldaY', 566)]; 
ph3acgInfo_dirPre{4} = {'H: \Davis projects - H\Runs560-570_Caml\', 'H: \Davis projects - H\Runs560- 
570_Cam2\', 'H: \Davis projects - H\Runs560-570_Cam5\'}; 
ph3acgInforuns{4} _ 
{'S60a', 'S60b', 'S60c', 'S60d', 'S60e', '561a', 'S61b', 'S61c', 'S61d', '562a', '562b', '562c', '562d', '562e', '56 
3a', 1563b', 1563c', 1564a', 1564b', 1564c', 1564d', '564e', '564f', '565a', '565bI, '565cI, 1565d', '565e', '566a', 
1566b', 1566c', 1567a', '567b', '567c', 1567d', 1567e', 'proc568', '569a', '569b', '569c', '569d', '570a', '570b'1; 
ph3acgInfodts{4} _ 
[4,4,4,4,4,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,12,12,12,10,10,10,10 , 10,10,12,12,12,12,12,16,16,16,20,20,20,20,20,16,16,1 
6,16,16,10,10]; 
ph3acgInfoposVs{4} _ [175,175,175,175,175, -25, -25, -25, - 
25,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175,175, -25, -25, -25, -25, -25, -225, -225, -225, -225, - 






ph3acgInfoinfInd{4} = [ones(1,43)1; 
ph3acgInfo_crop{4} = [struct('top', 2, 'bot', 4, 'left', l, 'right', 5)... 
struct('top', 5, 'bot', 5, 'left', 5, 'right', 4)... 
struct('top', 2, 'bot', 5, 'left', 2, 'right', 5)1; 
ph3acgInforefD = [273.4192 273.4192 273.4192 200 ]; 
ph3acgInfo refV = [340.3 404.5 480.7 404.51; 





$ VARIABLES ===== 
% What to do?... 
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dataSet = 1; 
camsToUse = [1: 3]; 
calcLRcorr = 0; % select this option to calculate the left/right bias (to apply to each map) 
recalcRefVs = 1; % select this to recalc the reference field used in the calculation of The 
left/right bias 
applyLRcorr = 1; % select this to apply the left/right correction 
saveMemory = 0; % select this option when reading in VC7s on a machine with low memory 
extractLda = 1; % select this to extract meanU LDA point data 
extractPod = 0; % select this option to generate data for Trinity 
forceStatGen = 0; % (1) force statistics recalc (use if values below have changed) 
% (0) only recalc if non-existant (normal mode) 
% (-1) don't load anything, or calculate stats, but create vector caches if 
required (fast cache mode) 
% Filter settings... 
doIgr_temprl = 1; 
iqrFrac = 0.25; 
iqrMult = 1.5; 
doIgr_double = 1; 
iqr2Frac = 0.4; 
iqr2Mult = 2.0; 
filterDesc = ['IQR1-' num2str(doIgr_temprl*iqrFrac) ', ' num2str(doIgr_temprl*iqrMult) '_IQR2-' 
num2str(doIgr_double*igr2Frac) ', ' num2str(doIgr_double*igr2Mult)]; 















ors - Phase 3, MAT\'; 
'stats' filterDesc '\']; 
'raw \' ]; 
'For publication\warwickPh3PIV filterDesc lrUncorrected. mat']; 
'For publication\warwickPh3PIV_' filterDesc '_lrCorrected. mat']; 
'1rReferenceFielddataSet' num2str(dataSet) mat']; 
'ldaPointPivData. mat'1; 
% These should not be touched... 
correctAng = -1.05; 
cameras = [1 2 51; 
rowVals = [175, -25, -225]; 
dirSuffix = '\PIV_Vec_MP(32x32_75%ov)\PostProc\'; 
vecMapSep = 8; 
relPadMmX = [1 1 01; 
relPadMmY = [7 0 2]; %should be 702 
relPadDiv = vecMapSep / 10; 
for c=1: 3 
relPad(c) = struct(Itop', l+round(relPadMmY(c)/relPadDiv), 'bot', 1+round(max(relPadMmY)/relPadDiv)- 




if ((applyLRcorr I extractPod) & calcLRcorr) error('Left/right bias calculation and application are 
separate, sequential operations'); end 
if (applyLRcorr I calcLRcorr I extractPod) 










1daInd = zeros(3,3); 
produceRefVelField(outputFilel, dataSet, lrFileName); end 
error(['The reference velocities (in ... lrFileName '' ') do not 




for c=l: length(camsToUse) 
for i=l: length(ph3acgInfo_runs{dataSet}) 
jobsDone = (i+(c-1)*length(ph3acgInfo_runs(dataSet}))-1; 
progressMsg = ['Processing vector set ' num2str(jobsDone+1) ' of num2str(length(camsToUse)*length(ph3acglnfo_runs{dataSet))) ': ' ]; 
if (jobsDone>O) progressMsg = [progressMsg ' (Estimated finish: ' 
datestr(now+(((toc/jobsDone)*((length(camsToUse)*length(ph3acgInfo 
runs {dataSet}))-jobsDone))/3600)) ')' 1; end 
disp(progressMsg); 
w= find(rowVals==ph3acgInfo_posVs{dataSet}(i)); % what row are we on? 




ph3acgInfo_dts{dataSet}(i), vecMapSep, ph3acgInfo_crop{dataSet}(camsToUse(c)), rel Pad (cams ToUse(c) ),... 
igrFrac, igrMult, igr2Frac, igr2Mult, doIqr_temprl, doIqr_double, correctAng, ph3acgInfo_datum{dataSet}(ph3ac 
gInfo_infInd(dataSet) (i)), vecDir, statDir, force StatGen, extractPod, lr_biasMap{w}(came ras(cams ToUse(c))}) 
if ((-saveMemory I calcLRcorr) & forceStatGen-=-1 & extractPod==O) 
data. datumPoint = (data. datumPoint-1)*(vecMapSep/10); % convert from vector map units 
to millimetres 
if -exist('canvas') 
realX = data. datumPoint(1) + ([min(ph3acgInfo_posAs{dataSet})- 
max([ph3acgInfo-datum{dataSet}. camPosAx]) max(ph3acglnfoposAs{dataSet})- 
min([ph3acgInfo-datum{dataSet}. camPosAx])]) + 244.29; % min and max positions for pixel(1,1) 
realY = data. datumPoint(2) + ([min(ph3acgInfoposVs{dataSet})- 
max([ph3acgInfo-datum{dataSet}. camPosVert]) max(ph3acgInfo_posVs{dataSet})- 
min([ph3acglnfo-datum{dataSet}. camPosVert])]); 
realX(1) = realX(1) - size(data. meanU, 1)*(vecMapSep/10); 
realY(1) = realY(1) - size(data. meanU, 1)*(vecMapSep/10); 
realX = realX - rem(realX, vecMapSep/10); 
realY = realY - rem(realY, vecMapSep/10); 
realX = realX(1)-vecMapSep: (vecMapSep/10): realX(2)+vecMapSep; 
realY = realY (2) +vecMapSep+20: - (vecMapSep/10) : realY (1) -vecMapSep-20; 
zzz = zeros(length(realY), length(realX)); 
canvas = 
struct('meanU' zzz 'meanV' zzz 'tiU zzz tiv' zzz 'vort' zzz 'numVecs' zzz 'alpha' zzz 'alphaV' zzz) 
end 
data. datumPoint(1) = data. datumPoint(1) + (ph3acgInfoposAs{dataSet}(i)- 
ph3acgInfo_datum{dataSet}(ph3acgInfo_infInd{dataSet}(i)). camPosAx) + 244.29; % put origin in global 
frame 
data. datumPoint(2) = data. datumPoint(2) + (ph3acgInfoposVs{dataSet}(i)- 
ph3acgInfo datum{dataSet}(ph3acgInfo infInd{dataSet}(i)). camPosVert); 
insert = [find (abs (realX-data. datumPoint (1) )==min (abs (realX-data. datumPoint (1) )))... 
find(abs(realY-data. datumPoint(2))==min(abs(realY-data. datumPoint(2))))]; 
if (extractLda & ph3acgInfo_datum{dataSet}(ph3acgInfo_infInd{dataSet}(i)). ldaX>O) 




if (dataSet==1 I (dataSet==2 & ph3acgInfo_infInd{dataSet}(i)==1)) Ida! = 93*O; 1u u1= 162; % these must be fetched manually using readVectorSet! 
else 1daI = 83+0; : daJ = 234; 
end 
lrc = fliplr(lr_biasMap{w}{cameras(camsToUse(c))}); 
extracted{c}{w}(ldaInd(w, c),: ) = [ph3acgInfoposAs{dataSet}(i) data. meanU(ldaI, ida: )- 
lrc(ldaI, ldaJ) data. meanV(ldaI, ldaJ) data. tiU(ldaI, ldaJ) data. tiV(ldaI, ldaJ)]; 
end 
disp(' Adding data to final canvas image... '); 
fields = fieldnames(canvas); 
for f=1: length(fields) 
thisData = getfield(canvas, fields{f}); 




= lr errInd(w, c) + 1; 
= fliplr(data. meanU); 
= size(dataToAdd); 
for r=1: length(lr radialPsnsVmus) 
lr-error{w}{c}{r}{lr_errInd(w, c)} = dataToAdd(lr_radialPsnsVmus(r),: ) - 
lr smoothDataVals{w}(r, insert(1)-(size(data. meanU, 2)-1): insert(1)); 
end 
elseif (- calcLRcorr) 
if strcmp(fields{f}(1: 3), 'alp') dataToAdd = fliplr(getfield(data, fields{f})); 
elseif strcmp(fields{f}, 'meanU') dataToAdd = fliplr(getfield(data, fields{f})); 
elseif strcmp(fields{f}, 'vort') dataToAdd = 
fliplr(getfield(data, fields{f}). *getfield(data, 'alphaV')); 
else dataToAdd = 
fliplr(getfield(data, fields{f}). *getfield(data, 'alpha')); 
end 
if (strcmp(fields{f}, 'meanU')) apply 1/r bias 
if (applyLRcorr) 
dataToAdd = dataToAdd - lr_biasMap{w}{cameras(camsToUse(c))}; 
end 
dataToAdd = dataToAdd .* fliplr(getfield(data, 
'alpha')); 
end 
badMask = (isnan(dataToAdd) I -isfinite(dataToAdd)); 
dataToAdd(badMask) = 0; 
this Data (insert (2): insert (2)+size(data. meanU, 1)-1, insert(1)-(size(data. meanU, 2)- 
1): insert(1)) = ... 
this Data (insert (2): insert (2)+size(data. meanU, l)-1, insert (1)-(size(data. meanU, 2)- 
1): insert(1)) + dataToAdd; 











if exist(ldaFileName). load(ldaFileName); end 
if (dataSet= =1) piv 9= extracted; end 
if (dataSet= =2) piv 12 = extracted; end 
if (dataSet= =3) piv 13a = extracted; end 
save(ldaFileName, 'piv*'); 
disp('Saved extracted LDA point data'); 
end 
if (calcLRcorr) 
for w=1: 3 % row 
for c=1: length(camsToUse) 
figure; 
hold on; 
title(['Camera ' num2str(camsToUse(c)) '; row ' num2str(w))); 
colours = jet(length(lr radialPsnsVmus)); 
for r=1: length(lr radialPsnsVmus) 
lr_sizeof_profile = length(lr_error{w}{c}{r}{1}); number of VMUs (typically 281) 
lr_numof_posSamples = length(lr_error{w}{c}{r}); % number of runs/cam/r (typically 
19) 
lr_corrector = reshape([lr_error{w}{c}{r}{: }], lr_sizeof_profile, lr numof posSamples); 
% -> 281 x 19 
lr corrector = lr corrector(:, 2: end); 
%poo{w}{c}(r,: ) = (std(lr_corrector, 0,2))'; 
% line(1: lr_sizeof_profile, poo{w}{c}(r,: ), 'Color', colours(r,: )) 
zzz = isfinite(lrcorrector); 
lr corrector(-zzz) = 0; % -> 1x 281 (it's a mean, but we must allow for Inf's and 
NaN's) 
lr meanCorr{w}{c}(r,: ) = (sum(lr corrector, 2). /sum(zzz, 2))'; 
line(1: lr sizeof profile, lr meanCorr{w}{c}(r,: ), 'Color', colours(r,: )) 
end 
legend([repmat('r = ', length(lr_radialPsnsVmusGlob), 1) 
num2str (real Y(lr_radialPsnsVmusGlob) ') repmat('mm ', length (lr_radialPsnsVmusGlob), 1)1); 
xlabel('Axial position through vector map (vector map units)'); 
ylabel('Axial velocity (m/s)'); 
if (0) % old method 
lr_biasMap{w}{cameras(camsToUse(c))} = ... 
[imresize([lr_meanCorr{w}{c}(1 , : ); lr meanCorr{w}{c}(1 , : )], [lr_radialPsnsVmus(1)-1 
size(lr_meanCorr{w}{c}, 2)], 'nearest');... 
imresize( lrmeanCorr{w}{c}, 
[range(lr_radialPsnsVmus)+1 size(lr_meanCorr{w}{c}, 2)], 'bicubic');... 
imresize([lr_meanCorr{w}{c}(end,: ); lr_meanCorr{w}{c}(end,: )], [lr_biasSizeReq{c}(1)- 
lr_radialPsnsVmus(end) size(lr_meanCorr{w}{c}, 2)], 'nearest')]; 
else 
for i=l: size(lr meanCorr{w}{c}, 2) 
p= polyfit(lr_radialPsnsVmus, lr_meanCorr{w}{c}(:, i)', 2); % quadratic 











save(1rFileName, '1r *'); 
if (saveMemory I calcLRcorr) disp('FINISHED! '); return; end 
disp('Producing displayable canvas images... '); 
fields = fieldnames(canvas); 
for f=1: length(fields) 
end 
thisData = getfield(canvas, fields{f}); 
if strcmp(fields{f}, 'vort') 
elseif -strcmp(fields{f}, 'numVecs') 
end 
thisData(isnan(thisData)) = 0; 
thisData(-isfinite(thisData)) = 0; 
thisData = thisData ./ canvas. alphaV; 
thisData = thisData ./ canvas. alpha; 
canvas = setField(canvas, fields{f}, thisData); 
disp('Saving finished canvas images... '); 
clear data; 
if (applyLRcorr) outputFileName = outputFile2; 
else outputFileName = outputFilel; end 
if (exist(outputFileName)==2) load(outputFileName); end 
data{dataSet}. meanU = canvas. meanU; 
data{dataSet}. meant/ = canvas. meanV; 
data{dataSet}. tiU = canvas. tiU; 
data{dataSet}. tiV = canvas. tiV; 
data{dataSet}. vort = canvas. vort; 
data{dataSet}. numVecs = canvas. numVecs; 
data{dataSet}. realAxial = realX; 
data{dataSet}. realRadial = realY; 
save(outputFileName, 'data'); 
disp('FINISHED! '); 
9.4.11.3. Statistical Filtering Subfunction 
function data = 
readVectorSet(cam, run, vc7dir, deltaT, vecMapSep, rawIgnore, relativePad, igrFrac, igrMult, iqr2Frac, iqr2Mult, 
performIgr_temporal, performIqr_double, angle, datumPos, vecDir, statDir, forceStatGen, trinity, lrCorrMap) 
fig = 0; 
findLdaExtractionPoint = 0; 
%function go 






ph3_dataSet = 2; ph3_runIndex = 43; cam = 2; used throughout chapter 
ph3_dataSet = 3; ph3_runIndex = 19; cam = 2; % very bad data 
if (0) 
vc7dir = [ph3acgInfo_dirPre{ph3_dataSet}{ph3acgInfo_infInd{ph3_dataSet}(ph3_runIndex), cam} 
ph3acgInfo_runs{ph3_dataSet}{ph3_runIndex} '\PIV_Vec_MP(32x32_75%ov)\']; 
vecDir = 'F: \Vectors - Phase 3, MAT\raw_unfiltered\'; 
performIgr_temporal = 0; 
performIgr_double = 0; 
else 
vc7dir = [ph3acgInfo_dirPre{ph3_dataSet}{ph3acgInfo_infInd{ph3_dataSet}(ph3runIndex), cam} 
ph3acgInfo_runs{ph3_dataSet}{ph3_runIndex} '\PIV_Vec_MP(32x32_75%ov)\PostProc\']; 
vecDir = 'F: \Vectors - Phase 3, MAT\raw\'; 
performIgrtemporal = 1; 
performIgr_double = 1; 
end 
run = char(ph3acgInfo_runs{ph3dataSet}(ph3_runIndex)); 
deltaT = ph3acgInfo_dts{ph3_dataSet}(ph3_runIndex); 
vecMapSep = 8; 
relPadMmX = [1 1 0]; relPadMmY = [7 0 2]; relPadDiv = vecMapSep / 10; 
relativePad = 
struct('top', l+round(relPadMmY(cam)/relPadDiv), Ibot', l+round(max(relPadMmY)/relPadDiv)- 
round(relPadMmY(cam)/relPadDiv), 'left', 1+round(relPadMmX(cam)/relPadDiv), ' right', 1 +round (max (relPadMmX 
/relPadDiv) -round (relPadMmX (cam) /relPadDiv) ); 
rawIgnore = ph3acgInfo_crop{ph3_dataSet}(cam); 
iqrFrac = 1/4; 
iqrMult = 1.5; 
iqr2Frac = 0.4; 
iqr2Mult = 2; 
angle = -1.05; 
datumPos = ph3acgInfo_datum{ph3_dataSet}(ph3acgInfo_infInd{ph3_dataSet}(ph3_runIndex)); 
statDir = 'F: \Vectors - Phase 3, MAT\stats_TEST\'; 
forceStatGen = 1; 
trinity = 0; 
lrCorrMap = []; 
fig = 1; 
camsToUse = [1 2 5]; 
cam = camsToUse(cam); 
end 
if strcmp(run(1: 4), 'proc') run = run(5: end); end 
if (trinity) 
forceStatGen = 1; 
rawIgnore = struct('top', 8, 'bot', 8, 'left', 8, 'right', 8); 
trinitySaveFile = ['Y: \Trinity\UnsortedCamChunks\cam' num2str(cam) 





vecMapSize = round((2201-vecMapSep)/vecMapSep)+1; 
vectorCache = [vecDir 'raw-cam' num2str(cam) run '. mat']; 
statsCache = [statDir 'stats_cam' num2str(cam) '_' run '. mat']; 
if (exist(statsCache)==2 & forceStatGen==O) 







disp([' Reading in cached vectors from ''' vectorCache 
load(vectorCache); 
numOfVc7s = size(u, 3); 
end 
else 
vc7files = dir(fullfile(vc7dir, '*. VC7')); 
numOfVc7s = length(vc7files); 
disp([' Reading in ' num2str(numOfVc7s) ' VC7 files from ''' vc7dir 
u= single(zeros(vecMapSize, vecMapSize, numOfVc7s)); 
v=u; 
for f=1: numOfVc7s 
[u(:,:, f), v(:,:, f), q] = readVector([vc7dir vc7files(f). name]); 
end 
disp([' Saving vector cache... ']); 
save(vectorCache, 'u', 'v'); 
end 
if (forceStatGen==-1) data = []; return; end; 
if (size(u, l)-'=275 I size(u, 2)-=275) error('argh'); end; % TEMP TEMP TEMP!!!!! 
if (trinity) % waste lots of data, but everything (always) comes out same size 
if (numOfVc7s<l) return; end; 
u= double (u (1+ (rawIgnore. top +(10-relativePad. top)) : end-(rawIgnore. bot + (10- 
relativePad. bot)), 1+(rawIgnore. left+(2-relativePad. left)): end-(rawIgnore. right+(2- 
relativePad. right)),: )); 
v= double(v(1+(rawIgnore. top +(10-relativePad. top)) : end-(rawIgnore. bot + (10- 
relativePad. bot) ), 1+(rawIgnore. left+(2-relativePad. left)): end-(rawIgnore. right+(2- 
relativePad. right)),: )); 
else 
u= double (u(1+rawIgnore. top: end-rawIgnore. bot, 1+rawIgnore. left: end-rawIgnore. right,: )); 
v= double (v(1+rawIgnore. top: end-rawIgnore. bot, 1+rawIgnore. left: end-rawlgnore. right,: )); 
end 
a= intl6(zeros(size(u))); 
for f=1: numOfVc7s 
a(:,:, f) _ -(u(:,:, f)==O & v(:,:, f)==O); % not done all at once for memory reasons 
thisData = cos(deg2rad(-angle))*u(:,:, f) + sin(deg2rad(-angle))*v(:,:, f); 
v(:,:, f) = cos(deg2rad(-angle))*v(:,:, f) - sin(deg2rad(-angle))*u(:,:, f); 




data. numVecs preIgr = sum(a, 3); 
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data. meanU_preIgr = sum(u, 3) ./ data. numVecs_preIgr; data. meanV_preIgr = sum(v, 3) ./ data. numVecs_preIgr; 
% iqrHiU = ones(size(a(:,:, 1))) * Inf; iqrHiV = igrHiU; 
% igrLoU = ones(size(a(:,:, 1))) * -Inf; iqrLoV = igrLoU; 
if (performIgr_temporal & size(a, 3)>O) 
disp([' Calculating Temporal Inter-Quartile Ranges... ']); 
igrLoInd = round( ( iqrFrac)*(data. numVecs_preIgr-1) )+1; % suitably 'a' dependent 
igrHiInd = round( (1-igrFrac)*(data. numVecs preIgr-1) )+1; 
for ia=l: size(a, 1) 
for ib=l: size(a, 2) 
timeSeriesA = a(ia, ib,: ); 
timeSeriesU = u(ia, ib,: ); 
sort(timeSeriesU(find(timeSeriesA(: )))); 
timeSeriesV = v(ia, ib,: ); 
sort(timeSeriesV(find(timeSeriesA(: )))); 
if (length(iqrDataU)<20) 
igrHiU(ia, ib) = -Inf; 














timeSeriesU = timeSeriesU(: ); iqrDataU = 
timeSeriesV = timeSeriesV(: ); iqrDataV = 
iqrLoU(ia, ib) = Inf; 
iqrLoV(ia, ib) = Inf; 
= igrDataU(iqrHiInd(ia, ib)) + (iqrMult * (igrDataU(iqrHiInd(ia, ib))- 
= igrDataU(iqrLoInd(ia, ib)) - (iqrMult * (igrDataU(iqrHiInd(ia, ib))- 
= igrDataV(iqrHiInd(ia, ib)) + (iqrMult * (igrDataV(iqrHiInd(ia, ib))- 
= igrDataV(iqrLoInd(ia, ib)) - (iqrMult * (igrDataV(iqrHiInd(ia, ib))- 
if (performIgr temporal & performIgr_double & size(a, 3)>O) 
disp([' Calculating Axial IQR of IQR... ']); 
for i=l: size(a, l) 
igrLoUatThisY = sort(igrLoU(i, isfinite(igrLoU(i,: )))); 
igrHiUatThisY = sort(igrHiU(i, isfinite(igrHiU(i,: )))); 
iqrLoVatThisY = sort(igrLoV(i, isfinite(igrLoV(i,: )))); 
iqrHiVatThisY = sort(igrHiV(i, isfinite(igrHiV(i,: )))); 
if (length(igrLoUatThisY)>=20) 
igr2LoInd = round( ( igr2Frac)*(length(igrLoUatThisY)-1) )+1; 
igr2HiInd = round( (1-igr2Frac)*(length(igrLoUatThisY)-1) )+1; 
igr2LoUhi(i) = igrLoUatThisY(iqr2HiInd) + igr2Mult*(iqrLoUatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
igrLoUatThisY(iqr2LoInd)); 
igr2LoUlo(i) = igrLoUatThisY(iqr2LoInd) - igr2Mult*(iqrLoUatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
igrLoUatThisY(iqr2LoInd)); 
igr2HiUhi(i) = igrHiUatThisY(iqr2HiInd) + igr2Mult*(iqrHiUatThisY(iqr2Hilnd)- 
igrHiUatThisY(iqr2LoInd)); 
igr2HiUlo(i) = igrHiUatThisY(iqr2LoInd) - igr2Mult*(iqrHiUatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
igrHiUatThisY(iqr2LoInd)); 











if (fig & i==30) 
igrLoVatThisY(iqr2LoInd) 
- igr2Mult*(iqrLoVatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
igrHiVatThisY(iqr2HiInd) + igr2Mult*(iqrHiVatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
igrHiVatThisY(iqr2LoInd) 
- igr2Mult*(igrHiVatThisY(iqr2HiInd)- 
figure('Name', 'All figures are horizontal component'); 
subplot (3,2,1); image sc(igrLoU); colorbar; hold on; plot([0 size(a, 1)], [i i] , 'w-'); title('Lower temporal filter limit (m/s)'); 
subplot(3,2,2); images c(igrHiU); colorbar; hold on; plot([0 size (a, 1)], [i ii, 'w-'); title('Upper temporal filter limit (m/s)'); 
subplot(3,2,3); plot (igrLoUatThisY, 'b. '); hold on; plot([0 size(a, 1)I, [igr2LoU1o(i) igr2LoU_lo(i)J, 'r-'); plot([0 size (a, 1)], [igr2LoU_hi(i) igr2LoUhi(i)], 'r-'); title(['Axial lower IQR limit (at r=' num2str(i) xlabel('Axial position sample indice (sorted)'); ylabel('Axial 
velocity (m/s)'); 




igr2LoU_hi = imresize(igr2LoU 
_hi', 
size(igrHiU)); igr2LoV hi = 
imresize(igr2LoV_hi' , size(iqrHiU)); _ 
igr2LoU_lo = imresize(igr2LoU 
_lo', 
size(igrHiU)); igr2LoV lo = 
imresize(igr2LoVlo' , size(igrHiU)); _ igr2HiU_hi = imresize(igr2HiU_ hi', size(iqrHiU)); igr2HiV hi = 
imresize(igr2HiV_hi' , size(iqrHiU)); 
_ 





subplot(3,2,5); imagesc(igrLoU>igr2LoU_hi I igrLoU<iqr2LoU_lo); colorbar; %title('Red = 
areas of temporal lower IQR limit that need raising'); 
subplot(3,2,6); imagesc(igrHiU>igr2HiU_hi I igrHiU<iqr2HiU_lo); colorbar; %title('Red = 
areas of temporal upper IQR limit that need lowering'); 
t fl = iqrLoU; tf2 = igrHiU; tf3 = iqrLoV; tf4 = iqrHiV; 
end 
igrLoU = applyLimitsSpatially(igrLoU, iqr2LoU lo, iqr2LoUhi); 
igrHiU = applyLimitsSpatially(igrHiU, iqr2HiU_ lo, iqr2HiU_hi); 
iqrLoV = applyLimitsSpatially(igrLoV, iqr2LoV_ lo, iqr2LoV_hi); 
iqrHiV = applyLimitsSpatially(igrHiV, iqr2HiV 1o, igr2HiV hi); 
if (fig) 
figure; 
cbl = [min(tfl(: )) max(tfl(: )); min(igrLoU(: )) 
[min(cbl(:, 1)) max(cbl(:, 2))]; 
cb2 = [min(tf2(: )) max(tf2(: )); min(igrHiU(: )) 
[min(cb2(:, 1)) max(cb2(:, 2))]; 
cb3 = [min(tf3(: )) max(tf3(: )); min(iqrLoV(: )) 
[min(cb3(:, 1)) max(cb3(:, 2))]; 
cb4 = [min(tf4(: )) max(tf4(: )); min(igrHiV(: )) 
[min(cb4(:, 1)) max(cb4(:, 2))]; 
subplot(2,4,1); imagesc(tfl, cbl); colorbar; 
subplot(2,4,2); imagesc(tf2, cb2); colorbar; 
subplot(2,4,3); imagesc(tf3, cb3); colorbar; 
subplot(2,4,4); imagesc(tf4, cb4); colorbar; 
subplot(2,4,5); imagesc(igrLoU, cbl); colorbar; 
subplot(2,4,6); imagesc(igrHiU, cb2); colorbar; 
max(igrLoU(: ))]; cb1(-isfinite(cb1))=0; cbl 
max(igrHiU(: ))]; cb2(-isfinite(cb2))=O; cb2 
max(iqrLoV(: ))]; cb3(-isfinite(cb3))=O; cb3 
max(igrHiV(: ))]; cb4(-isfinite(cb4))=O; cb4 






axial filter lower cutoff'); 
axial filter upper cutoff'); 
radial filter lower cutoff'); 
radial filter upper cutoff'); 
axial filter lower cutoff'); 




subplot(2,4,7); image sc(igrLoV, cb3); colorbar; title('NEW radial filter lower cutoff'); 
end 
subplot(2,4,8); image sc(igrHiV, cb4); colorbar; title('NEW radial filter upper cutoff'); 
if (performIgr_temporal) 
disp([' Applying IQR filtering... ']); 
for f=1: numOfVc7s 
a(:,:, f) = a(:,:, f) & (u(:,:, f)>igrLoU) & (u(:,:, f)<igrHiU)& (v(:,:, f)>igrLoV) & (v(f)<igrHiV); 
u(:,:, f) = u(:,:, f) .* double(a(:,:, f)); 




data. numVecs = sum(a, 3); 
data. meanU = sum(u, 3) ./ data. numVecs; data. meanV = sum(v, 3) ./ data. numVecs; 
data. numVecs_lostToIgr = data. numVecs_preIgr - data. numVecs; 
disp([' Calculating RMS... ']); 
for f=1: numOfVc7s 
u(:,:, f) _ ((u(:,:, f) - data. meanU) .* double(a(:,:, f))) .^2; v(:,:, f) _ ((v(:,:, f) - data. meanV) .* double(a(:,:, f))) .^2; 
end 
data. tiU = sum(u, 3) ./ data. numVecs; data. tiV = sum(v, 3) ./ data. numVecs; 
data. vort = vorticity(data. meanU, data. meanV); 
disp([' Placing data sample within jet axes... ']); 
% calculate the datum position 
if (findLdaExtractionPoint) datVp = (([datumPos. ldaX datumPos. ldaY]- 
(vecMapSep/2))/vecMapSep)+1; 
else datVp = (([datumPos. pixelX datumPos. pixelY]- 
(vecMapSep/2))/vecMapSep)+1; 
end 
data. datumPoint = zeros(vecMapSize); 
data. datumPoint(floor(datVp(2)), floor(datVp(l))) _ (1- 
rem(datVp(2), 1)) * (1-rem(datVp(1), 1)); 
data. datumPoint(ceil(datVp(2))+(rem (datVp(2), 1)==0), floor(datVp(1))) _ 
rem(datVp(2), 1)) * (1-rem(datVp(1), 1)); 
data. datumPoint(floor(datVp(2)), ceil(datVp(1))+(rem(datVp(1), 1)==O)) _ (1- 
rem(datVp(2), 1)) *( rem(datVp(1), 1)); 
data. datumPoint(ceil(datVp(2))+(rem (datVp(2), 1)==0), ceil(datVp(1))+(rem (datVp(1), 1)==0)) _ 
rem(datVp(2), 1)) *( rem(datVp(l), l)); 
data. datumPoint = data. datumPoint(1+rawlgnore. top: end-rawIgnore. bot, 1+rawIgnore. left: end- 
rawIgnore. right); 
fields = fieldnames(data); 
% where are there holes in the data? (including the edges) 
thisData = padAround(data. meanU, relativePad); 
noData = -isfinite(thisData) I isnan(thisData) I (padAround(data. numVecs, relative Pad)==0); 
% vorticity is a special case... 
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thisData = ones(size(data. meanU)); thisData(2: end-1,2: end-1) = 0; 
noDataV = noData 1 padAround(thisData, relativePad); 
% calculate the alpha channel for all data from this sample (essentially do the same as below, but for alpha first) 
thisData = padAround(data. numVecs_preIgr/numOfVc7s, relativePad) .* -noData; data. alpha = imrotate(thisData, angle, 'bilinear'); 
thisData = padAround(data. numVecspreIgr/numOfVc7s, relativePad) .* -noDataV; data. alphaV = imrotate(thisData, angle, 'bilinear'); 
% actually change the data 
for f=1: length(fields) 
thisData = padAround(getfield(data, fields{f}), relativePad); % all data fields (- alpha) 
get dealt with 
% fill holes, to prevent them getting bigger post-rotate 
if strcmp(fields{f}(l: 3), 'vor') thisData = 
interpHoles(thisData, noDataV); 
elseif (strcmp(fields{f}(1: 3), 'mea') I strcmp(fields{f}(1: 2), 'ti')) thisData = 
interpHoles(thisData, noData); 
end 
thisData = imrotate(thisData, angle, 'bilinear'); 
data = setField(data, fields{f}, thisData); 
end 
[x, y] = meshgrid(1: size (data. datumPoint, 2), 1: size (data. datumPoint, 1) ); 
data. datumPoint = [sum (sum (x. *data. datumPoint))/sum(sum (data. datumPoint)) 
sum(sum(y. *data. datumPoint))/sum(sum(data. datumPoint))]; 
else % if (trinity) 
clear iqr*; 
% lrCorrMap bk = lrCorrMap; 
% lrCorrMap = imrotate(lrCorrMap, -angle, 'bilinear'); 
cropSize = size(lrCorrMap)-size(u(:,:, 1)); 
lrCorrMap = lrCorrMap(l+floor(cropSize(1)/2) : size (lrCorrMap, 1)-(cropSize(1)- 
floor(cropSize(1)/2)),... 
1+floor(cropSize(2)/2) : size(lrCorrMap, 2)-(cropSize(2)- 
floor(cropSize(2)/2))); 
% lrCorrMap = fliplr(lrCorrMap); 
%meeen = sum(u, 3). /sum(a, 3); 
%figure; imagesc(meeen, [0 350]); 
%figure; imagesc(meeen-lrCorrMap, [0 350]); 
disp('Starting the creation of Trinity data... '); 
for f=1: numOfVc7s 
u( f) = fliplr(u(:,:, f)) 




- (double(a(:,:, f)). *lrCorrMap); 
disp(['Saving data to: ' trinitySaveFile]); 









disp([' Saving statistical data... ']); 
save(statsCache, 'data'); 
end 
function newData = interpHoles(oldData, oldHoles) 
[y, x] = find(oldHoles); % =1 where there are holes 
newData = oldData; 
newHoles = oldHoles; 
for z=1: 2 %2 iterations 
for i=l: length(x) % go through each hole to be filled 
sum = 0; div = 0; 
if (y(i)>1) 
div = div+1; end; end; 
if (x(i)>1) 
div = div+1; end; end; 
if (y(i)<size(oldData, 1)) 
div = div+1; end; end; 
if (x(i)<size(oldData, 2)) 
div = div+1; end; end; 
end 
if (oldHoles(y(i)-1, x(i))==0) 
if (oldHoles(y(i), x(i)-1)==O) 
if (oldHoles(y(i)+l, x(i))==0) 
if (oldHoles(y(i), x(i)+1)==0) 
sum = sum+oldData(y(i)-1, x(i)); 
sum = sum+oldData(y(i), x(i)-1); 
sum = sum+oldData(y(i)+l, x(i)); 
sum = sum+oldData(y(i), x(i)+1); 
if (div > 0) newData(y(i), x(i)) = sum/div; newHoles(y(i), x(i)) = 0; end 
[y, x] = find(newHoles); 
oldData = newData; 
oldHoles = newHoles; 
end 
function out = padAround(data, padding) 
out =[ zeros (padding. top, size (data, 2)+padding. left +padding. right);... 
[zeros (size (data, 1), padding. left) data zeros (size (data, 1), padding. right)];... 
zeros (padding. bot, size (data, 2) +padding. lef t+padding. right) ]; 
function out = applyLimitsSpatially(data, lo, hi) 
badBits = -isfinite(data); 
data(badBits) = 0; 
data = data + (badBits. *0.5. *(lo+hi)); % is the 1st IQR produces NaN, we'll use the avg 
out = (data .* (data>lo & data<hi))... 
+ (lo .* (data<=lo))... 
+ (hi .* (data>=hi)); 
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9.4.11.4. Display Script 
function varargout = warwickph3piv(varargin) 
if nargin == 0 
c1c; 
close all; 
fig = openfig(mfilename, 'reuse'); 
set(fig, 'Color', get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
handles = guihandles(fig); 
guidata(fig, handles); 
if (nargout>O) varargout{1} = fig; end 
elseif ischar(varargin{1}) 




function varargout = selectCsvDir(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
[newfile, newpath] = uiputfile('File names are determined by selected values... ', 'Select directory for 
profile CSV files: '); 
set (handles. csvSavingLocation, 'String', newpath); 
set(handles. doCsvSave, 'Value', l); 
function varargout = changeOP(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==l) enableValue = 'off'; % 2D map 
else enableValue = 'on'; 
end 
set(handles. profilesFrame, 'Enable', enableValue); 
set(handles. profileLocations, 'Enable', enableValue); 
set(handles. averaging, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. doCsvSave, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. csvSavingLocation, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. selectCsvDir, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. overlapProfPostns, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. profTextO, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. profTextl, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. profText2, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
set(handles. profText3, 'Enable' , enableValue); 
function varargout = changeDataSet(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
if (get(handles. dataSet, 'Value')==4) % coplanar 
set(handles. dref, 'Value', 2); 
set(handles. vref, 'Value', 3); 
else 
set(handles. dref, 'Value', 3); 
set(handles. vref, 'Value', get(handles. dataSet, 'Value')+1); 
end 
function varargout = displayData(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
close all; 
load('warwickPh3PIV. mat'); 
drefVals = [1 200 273.4]; 
vrefVals = [1 340.3 404.5 480.7 ]; 
dref = drefVals(get(handles. dref, 
'Value')); 




profLocs = str2num(get(handles. profileLocations, 'String')) * dref; 
displayChoices = 
(get (handles. meanAx . 'Value') , get (handles. meanRad, 'Value') , get (handles. tiAx, 'Value') get (handles. tiRad, 'Value'), get(handles. tke, 'Value '), get(handles. vort, 'Value '), get(handles. numVec, 'Value')]; 
valueFields = {'meanU', 'meanV', 'tiU', 'tiV', 'tke', 'vort', 'numVecs'}; 
valueNames = {'Mean axial velocity', 'Mean radial velocity', 'Axial turbulence intensity', 'Radial 
turbulence intensity', 'Turbulent kinetic energy', 'Vorticity', 'Number of vectors used'}; 
valueYaxis = {'Mean axial velocity - V_x / V_{REF}', 'Mean radial velocity - V_r / V_{REF}', 'Axial 
turbulence intensity - RMS(V_x) / V{REF}', 'Radial turbulence intensity - RMS(Vr) / 
V_{REF}', 'Turbulent kinetic energy - RMS(V_x)^2+RMS(V_r)^2 /2x V_{REF}^2', 'Vorticity (s^{- 
1})', 'Number of vectors used'}; 
shortOpDescs = {'ShortCowlOPl. 1', 'ShortCowlOPl. 2', 'ShortCowlOP1.3', 'CoplanarOP1.2'}; 
ops = get(handles. dataSet, 'String'); 
op = get(handles. dataSet, 'Value'); 
opDesc = ops(op); 
if (dref==l) 
labelRadM = ['Radial position (mm)']; 
labelRadP = ['Radial position (mm)']; 
labelAx = ['Axial position (mm)']; 
else 
labelRadM = ['Radial position r/D{REF}']; 
labelRadP = ['Radial position r/D{REF (' num2str(dref) 'mm)}']; 
labelAx = ['Axial position x/D {REF (' num2str(dref) 'mm)}']; 
end 
for dispQuantity = find(displayChoices) 
description = [char(opDesc) '- {\bf' valueNames(dispQuantity} '}']; 
if (dispQuantity==1 I dispQuantity==2) % Mean 
thisData = getfield(data{op}, valueFields{dispQuantity}) / vref; 
elseif (dispQuantity==3 I dispQuantity==4) % RMS 
thisData = sgrt(getfield(data {op}, valueFields{dispQuantity})) / vref ; 
elseif (dispQuantity==5) % TKE 
thisData = data{op}. tiU; 
thisData = thisData + data{op}. tiV; % done separately to save memory 
thisData = thisData / 2; 
thisData = thisData / (vref^2); 
else % vorticity or numVecs 
thisData = getfield(data{op}, valueFields{dispQuantity}); 
end 
if (get (handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==1 I (get (handles. overlapProfPostns, 'Value') & 
(dispQuantity==l I dispQuantity==l))) % 2D maps 
% displayed colour range is a subset of the actual values 
cRngDat = thisData(: ); 
cRngDat = cRngDat(find(cRngDat-=O)); 
cRngDat = sort(cRngDat(isfinite(cRngDat))); 
thisCrange = [cRngDat(250) cRngDat(end-250)1; 
% vorticity is a special case wrt. 
if (dispQuantity==6) thisCrange = 
if (dispQuantity==6) thisColMap = 
0.2*ones(128,1)]; gray(128). *[0.8*ones(128 
else thisColMap = 
end 
colouring 
0.4*[-max(abs(thisCrange)) max(abs(thisCrange))]; end 
1-[flipud(gray(128)). *[O. 0*ones(128,1) 0.8*ones(128,1) 





figure('name', valueNames{dispQuantity}, 'Position', [0 300 1280 300]); 
imagesc(data{op}. realAxial/dref, data{op}. realRadial/dref, thisData, thisCrange); 






if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')>l) overlay profile locations 
for i=l: length(profLocs) 
if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==2) plot([profLocs(i)/dref 
prof Locs(i)/dref], [min (data {op}. realRadial) max(data {op}. realRadial)]/dref, Iw-'); 
else plot([min(data{op}. realAxial) 





if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')>1) % profile 
if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==2) realPosl = data{op}. realAxial; realPos2 = 
data{op}. realRadial; 
else realPosl = data{op}. realRadial; realPos2 = 
data{op}. realAxial; 
end 
pad = get(handles. averaging, 'Value')-l; 
for i=l: length(profLocs) 
indices(i) = find(abs(realPosl-profLocs(i))==min(abs(realPosl-profLocs(i)))); 
if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==2) profiles(i,: ) = mean(thisData(:, indices(i)- 
pad: indices(i)+pad), 2)'; 
else profiles(i,: ) = mean(thisData(indices(i)- 
pad: indices(i)+pad,: ), 1); 
end 
end 
if (get(handles. outputStyle, 'Value')==2) xAxisLegend = labelRadP; 




profilesDisp = profiles; 





legText = num2str(str2num(get (handle s. prof ileLocations, 
'String'))'); 
legend([legText char(ones (size (legText, 1) , 1) *'D') 
1 2) ; 
if (get(handles. doCsvSave, 'Value')) 
csvwrite ((get (handles. csvSavingLocation, 'String') 
'warwick_' shortOpDescs{op} 
valueFields{dispQuantity} '. csv'], [[999 prof Locs/dref]; 
[realPos2'/dref profiles']]); 
end 
end 
end 
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